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ABSTRACT
REAL TIME MOTION PLANNING FOR PATH COVERAGE
WITH APPLICATIONS IN OCEAN SURVEYING
by
Alexander F. Brown
University of New Hampshire, September, 2020
Ocean surveying is the acquisition of acoustic data representing various features of the seafloor
and the water above it, including water depth, seafloor composition, the presence of fish, and more.
Historically, this was a task performed solely by manned vessels, but with advances in robotics
and sensor technology, autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) with sonar equipment are beginning
to supplement and replace their more costly crewed counterparts. The popularity of these vessels
calls for advances in software to control them.
In this thesis we define the problem of path coverage to represent and generalize that of ocean
surveying, and propose a real-time motion planning algorithm to solve it. We prove theorems of
completeness and local asymptotic optimality regarding the proposed algorithm, and evaluate it
in a simulated environment. We also discover a lack of robustness in the Dubins vehicle model
when applied to real-time motion planning. We implement a model-predictive controller and other
components for an autonomous surveying system, and evaluate it in simulation. The system docu-
mented in this thesis takes a step towards fully autonomous ocean surveying, and proposes further





This work is motivated by the problem of autonomous ocean surveying - piloting an autonomous
surface vehicle (ASV) while operating a sonar in such a way as to collect meaningful data from
the ocean floor. While this is a task often conducted by human operators or simple controllers,
both options mandate a high degree of human supervision. Sonar operation imposes constraints on
vehicle motion, and the ocean is dynamic, which makes controlling a vehicle difficult. The ocean
also contains many hazards, including rocks, buoys, land, and other ships. These factors combined
make manually operating an ASV challenging.
As researchers of robot autonomy, we strive to reduce the level of human attention required
for robots to operate safely. Increased autonomy allows fewer humans to operate an ASV, or more
ASVs to be operated by a single human. Reducing the required manpower can bring down the
cost of a survey and increase the efficiency. Efficient surveying will be critical for meeting the
ambitious goals established by Mayer et al. (2018): mapping the entire seafloor by the year 2030.
Humans operators also occasionally make mistakes, so it is another goal to create a system that
will eventually be more reliable than its human counterparts.
In addition to being a useful problem to solve, autonomous ocean surveying presents interest-
ing computational and motion planning challenges. Guaranteeing real time responsiveness in a




In this section we briefly describe ocean surveying. Ocean surveying is a complex task of data
acquisition which pulls together work from underwater acoustics, signal processing, positioning
systems, and more.
There are many reasons to survey a region of ocean. Hydrography, of course, is a common goal,
but also common are searching for lost items such as sunken ships or crashed airplanes, examining
marine habitats, and planning placement of oil pipelines and other offshore engineering. After
identifying a region to survey, plotting a survey which effectively covers the area can take time
and tools. One must consider how the depths in the region affect the width of a sonar swath from
a vehicle, and plan to drive in such a way as to keep the ship as stable as possible during data
collection.
Sonar devices for measuring seafloor depth often generate a swath of sound at a fixed angle,
which results in a depth-dependent area of seafloor ensonification. To accurately deduce depth
from these sounding data, one must remove the vehicle’s motion from the measurements. Surveys
are very often performed in a boustrophedon, or lawnmower, pattern - either at fixed spacing,
for relatively flat seafloor, or with depth-dependent spacing in sloped seafloors to guarantee both
efficiency and complete coverage. Surveys are often planned completely in advance, but can also be
generated adaptively, line by line, based on data collected so far. Survey specifications can include
requirements for data density, coverage of the seafloor, and limits on uncertainty, which depend on
the intended uses of the survey data. Surveys are planned specifically to meet these objectives, and
may need to be adjusted in the field to satisfy them.
Crewed vessels are often piloted by human mariners, who can react to obstacles or changes
in the environment gracefully. Without obstacles of any kind, a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller minimizing across-track error can work very well in varying wind and currents to
pilot an ASV along a survey line. While on a survey line, sonar is operated to collect data about
the seafloor, objects between the surface and the bottom, or even profiling below the seafloor. It is
important to keep the vessel steady during this process, as the quality of data quickly deteriorates
otherwise. The path coverage problem is an attempt to automate the line following portion of this
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while accounting for obstacles, as a simple controller is not equipped to.
Surveys can span hundreds of square kilometers and take months to complete. For a single
crewed survey vessel, operation can cost in excess of $5,000 per day, with larger survey ships
exceeding $40,000 per day. Anything that causes the vehicle to deviate from the planned survey
path can drastically increase the cost or decrease the quality of a survey. While simply avoiding
obstacles is critical, it is also important to minimize deviations from the planned survey. Thus,
it is desirable to balance marginal safety with surveying quality and efficiency. Human mariners
implicitly navigate this tradeoff, and it is important that automated agents do so as well.
1.3 Path Coverage
In the interest of modeling ocean surveying, let us define a path coverage problem. See Figure 1-1
for an illustration of an instance of the problem. Since we will be planning for a robot, we require
a configuration space. In our case, for ocean surveying, this is spatial coordinates in a local map
reference frame or workspace, (x and y), combined with heading, speed and time. We also require
a static map which tells us the obstacle space (and thus, the free space), i.e. where the robot cannot
go.
For reasons discussed later, we require a steering function. A steering function computes a
feasible trajectory between two poses (generally, points in the configuration space), and is typically
robot-specific. We choose to model an ASV as a Dubins car (Dubins 1957), which allows us to
compute Dubins curves as a steering function. See Section 3.3.3 for a description of Dubins curves.
As part of the problem we need to allow for the input of one or more path segments, or survey
lines in the running example of ocean surveying, in the workspace. These are, in general, lines
along which we ought to pilot the robot, and, specifically in ocean surveying, they are lines over
which we should operate the sonar. We represent these as a set of line segments with an associated
width, or tolerance, within which it is acceptable to survey. The robot is expected to cover all of
these path segments in their entirety.
As we are operating in a real, dynamic environment, we need to guarantee real-time decision
making, so as part of the input to the problem we include a computation time bound. This guarantee
3
Figure 1-1: Diagram illustrating ocean surveying, the motivation for the path coverage problem.
The ASV’s pose is shown with several trajectories leaving it, marked either impossible, unsafe,
reasonable, or best. The best trajectory is marked as such because it achieves some coverage of the
survey line while avoiding obstacles. The unsafe trajectory passes in front of another vessel, which
is undesirable. The impossible trajectory attempts to pilot through an island.
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is important so operators can be confident the robot will respond to new or updated information.
For example, in the ocean surveying context, new radar data might suggest the presence of another
ship in the vicinity. The robot may need to avert its course quickly before a collision is inevitable.
We also need to guarantee that, if something goes wrong in the planning phase, our last plan is long
enough that the robot can continue to operate safely until an exterior actor, human or otherwise,
can take control or fix the system. This parameter is represented as a minimum trajectory duration.
These parameters will typically be the same between problem instances, but we have two more
dynamic aspects which will tend to change every instance. We need a starting pose for the robot
from which to begin planning. This could be approximated by the current pose of the robot, but
note that planning takes (a specific amount of) time, so it is preferable to have an estimate of
what the pose will be at the end of the planning cycle, one computation-time-bound from when it
begins. Finally, we wish to plan while considering dynamic obstacles as well as static ones, so we
need some representation of their current locations and future behavior. This representation must
allow for time-based queries of likelihood of collision, because plans will need to check for collisions
at a fine resolution. We implement two simple representations which meet these criteria.
Bringing all these features together, we define the path coverage problem as follows. Given
• configuration space,
• obstacle space and free space,
• steering function,
• path segments,
• computation time bound,
• minimum trajectory duration,
• starting pose,
• dynamic obstacle information,
find a kinematically feasible trajectory
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• longer than the minimum trajectory duration, and
• computed within the computation time bound.
Solutions are preferred which avoid potential collisions with dynamic obstacles and which traverse
portions of the path segments.
The path coverage problem is, at its core, a motion planning problem: the input contains a
robot pose and the output is a trajectory for the robot. While existing motion planning algorithms
can easily handle static and dynamic obstacles and take advantage of a steering function, its
complicated objective and real-time nature make the path coverage problem worth studying. No
existing real-time motion planning algorithm is suitable for path coverage without adaptation.
To solve this problem we require an algorithm that terminates in real time, and can optimize for
efficiency, coverage, and safety together. We propose such an algorithm in Chapter 3, and describe
it in detail.
1.4 Overview
There are two core contributions around which this thesis is written: a motion planner for the
new path coverage problem, and other architecture and engineering which is needed to apply it
in practice. Prior work, the bulk of which is more related to the motion planning contribution, is
presented in Chapter 2. The motion planning algorithm is described in detail in Chapter 3. We
provide pseudocode for the algorithm and some implementation details for success and performance
improvements. We also prove three theoretical properties of the algorithm in that same chapter.
The two subsequent chapters transition to the architecture and engineering contributions. The
model-predictive controller presented in Chapter 4 has undergone a lot of development to specifically
support a real-time motion planning algorithm. It follows motion plans as closely as possible,
estimating external disturbances, and provides pose estimates to the planning algorithm. Chapter
5 discusses the rest of the relevant architecture in place for autonomous ocean surveying.
In Chapter 6 we provide experimental results comparing our motion planner with a planner
employing an artificial potential field. The potential field planner uses the same architecture and
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controller as the motion planner we present. Finally, Chapter 7 gives some discussion and limitations
of the system, prescribes future work, and concludes the thesis.
1.5 Contributions
We formalize a new path coverage problem to model autonomous ocean surveying. We design and
evaluate a real-time motion planning algorithm for the path coverage problem. While discussing
the algorithm, we describe an important property of the Dubins vehicle, which results in several
unforeseen modifications to the algorithm and system. We design an approximate model-predictive
controller to accompany our motion planning algorithm, issuing lower-level controls. We analyze
the results of several experiments with the system, comparing the motion planner to a planner




Prior work in planning for ASVs is insufficient to tackle the path coverage problem in its entirety.
For example, Song, Liu, and Bucknall (2017) develop a fast marching method for point to point
path planning, considering environmental factors. While avoiding obstacles effectively, their planner
does not optimize a well-defined objective, which makes it poorly suited to path coverage planning
because for two trajectories with the same starting and ending poses, one may be unequivocally
preferable, in that it covers a larger portion of a survey line.
Shah et al. (2014) implement a planner for ASVs that focuses on following the International
Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) to minimize collisions with other
vessels, and also develops contingency plans in case those other vessels breach COLREGs. They
follow up this work with an adaptive version for faster, suboptimal planning Shah et al. (2016).
Obeying COLREGs and reasoning about COLREGs is important for any vessel at sea, and are
possible extensions to the research presented here, but are beyond the scope of this thesis. We
direct the reader to (Shah 2016) for a very thorough discussion of the state of the art in COLREGs-
compliant motion planning. Shah et al. (2014) also develop a trajectory planner, but it relies on
motion primitives which prevent it from being asymptotically complete.
Reed and Schmidt (2016) implement reactive obstacle avoidance for ASVs by turning the ve-
hicle away from obstacles as it approaches them, but their strategy makes no attempt at avoiding
collisions with foresight, allowing for the vehicle to easily be diverted well away from its intended
path, trapped in a loop, or pushed into a state of inevitable collision.
Artificial Potential Fields (Barraquand, Langlois, and Latombe; Choset et al. 1992; 2005) have
been used extensively in robot motion plannning, but suffer from the same struggle with local
minima. We implement a motion planner using a potential field and compare it to our algorithm.
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Sampling-based motion planning is a well-studied problem. Perhaps among the most well-
known and foundational algorithms is the construction of Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs)
(LaValle and Kuffner 1999), which forms the basis of more sophisticated sampling-based motion
planning algorithms. RRTs are designed to cope with higher dimensional spaces than are feasible
for dynamic programming, and they are built by sampling and connecting to the nearest existing
branch of a motion tree, a process which is very quick in practice, and is informally also called
RRT. What RRT lacks in optimality is made up for in an extension, RRT*, which adds rewiring to
the tree construction in such a way as to be sure that any path along the motion tree is the shortest
possible path through the sampled points (Karaman et al. 2011). RRT* is shown to converge to an
optimal motion plan with infinite samples. A later work, AO-RRT (Kleinbort et al. 2019), brings
only small changes to the original RRT algorithm which make it asymptotically optimal as well.
There are many other flavors of RRT-based motion planning (Kuffner and LaValle; Hsu et al.;
Frazzoli, Dahleh, and Feron; LaValle; Otte and Frazzoli 2000; 2002; 2002; 2006; 2016).
The early tree-based motion planning approaches do little to guide their growth, but in the world
of graph search, the use of heuristics is essential for efficient search times. A strict generalization of
Dijkstra’s famous algorithm (Dijkstra 1959), A* (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968) is the de facto
standard for simple, efficient heuristic search. Not only does it guarantee optimal solutions with
an admissible, consistent heuristic, it also provides optimal computational efficiency: any complete
algorithm for optimal graph search using the same heuristic will touch at least as many vertices as
A*.
At the junction of sampling-based motion planning and heuristic search lies the work of Gammell
et. al. in their algorithm Batch Informed Trees (BIT*) (Gammell, Srinivasa, and Barfoot; Gammell,
Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2015; 2020). This work uses batches of samples to build and refine a motion
plan in an any-time fashion, guided by heuristics. Sampling is refined to only include new samples
which could contribute to an improved solution, and expensive cost calculations (i.e. collision
checking) are deferred as long as possible. BIT* also guarantees asymptotic optimality by extending
the proof of the same for RRT*. Later works extend BIT* by accelerating local search in RABIT*
(Choudhury et al. 2016), adding a simplified reverse search to improve heuristics with AIT* (Strub
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and Gammell 2020), and suboptimally searching batches of samples for speed in ABIT* (Strub and
Gammell 2020).
Sophisticated algorithms for heuristic graph search can deal with changing edge costs in efficient
ways (Stentz; Koenig, Likhachev, and Furcy; Koenig and Likhachev 1995; 2004; 2005). Incremental
search appears to supersede these algorithms in later work (Koenig and Sun 2009). In particular,
Anytime Dynamic A* (AD*) (Likhachev and Ferguson 2009) was employed successfully on an
autonomous passenger car to with the DARPA Urban Challenge. A drawback of these algorithms
is that they are most effectively used planning backward from a goal state, so as to re-use most
of the search when replanning. In the path coverage problem planning backwards is infeasible, as
there are many potential goal poses. Determining the best one appears to be as computationally
hard as solving the problem, because a goal requires that all path segments be covered. In order
to prove all path segments were covered when reaching a pose, one must know the exact trajectory
taken.
In his 1957 work “On Curves of Minimal Length with a Constraint on Average Curvature,
and Prescribed Initial and Terminal Positions and Tangents”, L. E. Dubins shows that paths of
minimal length between two points with initial angles and a fixed minimum radius for turning (not
unlike configurations for an ASV) can be composed of three segments of three specific types and
can be analytically computed (Dubins 1957). This is convenient for planning for ASVs (Karaman
et al. 2011), because it is fast to find these geodesic paths, and an ASV is typically constrained by
a minimum turning radius. We use Dubins curves for our steering function.
A variety of work has considered coverage planning in various forms. The reader is directed
to (Galceran and Carreras 2013) for a comprehensive overview. Galceran and Carreras (2012)
propose an algorithm for autonomous marine surveying which applies a cellular decomposition to
the region of interest and generates a covering plan which sweeps the resulting cells individually,
avoiding obstacles in the space. This algorithm, and others in the coverage path planning domain,
treat obstacles as static, and plan once. We aim for a real-time approach where some obstacles can
move unpredictably, which necessitates constant replanning. Bircher et al. (2018) use a receding
horizon in their approach to 3D exploration and surface inspection with unmanned aerial vehicles,
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for the sake of computational complexity. We take inspiration from this work in the receding
horizon of our algorithm.
Although existing work is equipped to handle various aspects of the path coverage problem
separately, to our knowledge no algorithm combines all these requisite features. Hence, we present
a novel motion planning algorithm, described in detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
An Algorithm for Path Coverage
In this chapter we present an algorithm for path coverage. First, we discuss features of the path
coverage problem defined in Chapter 1 that impact algorithm design. We then provide a description
of the algorithm, along with pseudo code. We introduce several modifications which help the
algorithm succeed in realistic applications, some of which are necessitated by a property of Dubins
curves that we also describe. Finally, we provide theoretical analysis of the algorithm, proving
theorems of real-time termination, local asymptotic optimality, and probabilistic completeness.
3.1 Features of Path Coverage that Impact Algorithm Design
To motivate a novel algorithm, let us first review features of the path coverage problem that impact
algorithm design. We must offer a guarantee that planning computation will be fast enough to react
to updated information while safe actions can still be taken in order to operate in a dynamic and
potentially dangerous world. Algorithms that can offer this guarantee are categorized as real-time,
and they must restrict their computation effort to be constant in the size of their input. Algorithms
that are real-time allow us to make useful guarantees in the dynamic real world.
Dynamic motion planning allows costs to change, as obstacles are discovered or updated, and
allows the robot to move through the search space. If changes are not drastic, most of the search can
be re-used in the re-planning triggered by updates. Dynamic motion planning algorithms (Stentz;
Likhachev and Ferguson 1995; 2009) take advantage of this by planning backwards from the goal
pose to the start pose, which lets them re-use most of the motion tree when applicable. The path
coverage problem has no single goal pose, as the objective is a state of the world, not just the
robot. If the optimal order in which to cover the path segments were known a priori, one could
plan backwards from the end of the last segment, but, since dynamic obstacles and the robot’s
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current pose might impact this order, the order is challenging to decide, and could change with
each dynamic obstacle update or new pose. With this in mind, we judged it to be impractical to
attempt to re-use any portion of previous motion trees.
We design an algorithm similar to BIT* (Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2020) because it
has several desirable properties. As a sampling-based algorithm it can more easily handle higher-
dimensional spaces than grid-based or lattice-based planners. Poses are sampled randomly, so
the authors prove probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality without having to prove
reachability for motion primitives, but, with a steering function, kinematic feasibility is still assured.
The batch sampling and planning naturally provides an anytime-like procedure, where the algorithm
improves an initial solution as time allows. BIT* incorporates heuristic guidance, and has been
used recently in high-performance applications. We borrow all of these ideas, discussed in Section
3.2 with our algorithm description.
3.1.1 Adaptations for Path Coverage
The path coverage is an unusual motion planning problem because collision penalty calculation
depends on time: dynamic obstacles must be projected in time along each trajectory in order to
determine collision probability. We discuss the changes this quirk necessitates in RRT*(Karaman
et al. 2011) and BIT*(Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2020).
As mentioned in Chapter 2, RRT* extends RRT to provide asymptotic optimality. It grows a
motion tree toward randomly sampled poses, as in RRT, but also checks the motion tree near each
new vertex to determine if the new vertex provides a shorter route to any vertices already in the
tree. Vertices whose path is improved by going through the new vertex are “re-wired” to come
from the new, better branch. This change has a ripple effect of costs along the subtree of each re-
wired vertex: they now have a better earlier trajectory and thus a lower cost. These improvements
provably converge to an optimal solution.
BIT* iteratively samples batches of poses and performs heuristic graph search in a random
geometric graph specified by the sampled poses and a connectivity radius. The graph search forms
a motion tree, similar to RRT and RRT*, but the tree is grown in batches rather than incrementally.
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Collision checking is often expensive in motion planning, so it is deferred as long as possible, guided
by an additional heuristic. Re-wiring occurs in the same fashion as in RRT*. Granularity increases
as the samples become more dense, asymptotically converging to the optimal solution.
In the path coverage problem, vertices in the motion tree have an associated time. If a re-wiring
of vertex v occurs, a new trajectory has been discovered to arrive at v’s pose. Both the coverage
and collision penalty must be updated in v to reflect the new parent trajectory. Costs for the
v’s subtree must also be updated, to reflect v’s new cost. If the time to get to v has changed,
collision penalty must be recalculated for v’s entire subtree, because the times for trajectories in
that subtree have all changed. Repeating collision checking for an entire subtree at each re-wiring
is prohibitively expensive, especially when we consider that the depth of the motion tree tends to
grow as finer-grained trajectories are discovered. Thus, it is impractical to allow re-wiring in the
path coverage context.
3.2 Algorithm Description
Before describing the algorithm itself it is important to specify what it is trying to optimize. The
objective is composed of three distinct pieces: safety, coverage, and efficiency. The safety term
captures our desire to avoid obstacles, and increases as collisions become more probable. The
coverage term represents the remaining path segments, and decreases as we come closer to covering
them all. The efficiency term denotes how long we have taken thus far in our efforts to complete
the task. We try to minimize the weighted sum of these three terms with Algorithm 1.
objective = efficiency + w ∗ safety + coverage (3.1)
Efficiency and coverage are in units of time, explained below, so they should have equal weights.
It is thus convenient for those weights to be 1, letting w be the only weight in Equation 3.1.
Our motion planning aglorithm, Real-time BIT* adapted for Path Coverage (RBPC), is pre-
sented in simplified form in Algs. 1, 2 and 3. For the sake of the reader’s understanding we present
the algorithm in this pure form first, and describe the nuances subsequently in more detail. Struc-
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turally RBPC is very similar to BIT* (Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2020), in that it cycles
between batch sampling and planning (Alg 1). It takes an initial vertex start, containing an initial
pose and the path segments not yet covered, and repeatedly searches an increasingly fine random
geometric graph whose edges are formed by connecting sampled poses with the steering function.
RBPC searches more eagerly than BIT* using A* (Alg. 2), bounded by the incumbent solution
cost. We note that the laziness in BIT* comes from delayed edge evaluation, based on an addi-
tional heuristic, which RBPC lacks. The function Sample takes an integer and returns a set of
sampled poses with that cardinality. TimeRemaining determines if the computation time bound
has elapsed, or if more planning time remains. bestV ertex stores the incumbent goal vertex, and
bestCost stores the incumbent solution cost. f(v) is used to denote the lower bound on a solution
to the overall path coverage problem which passes through vertex v, and is composed of cost to
come to v, denoted by g(v), and a lower bound heuristic estimate of cost to go from v, denoted
h(v). The queue Q in Alg. 2 is ordered on increasing f(v), breaking ties on low h: Pop(Q) returns
the minimum f vertex in Q, and if there are vertices with equal f , one such vertex with minimal
h in that set is returned. Relating these terms to the objective in Equation 3.1,
f(v) = g(v) + h(v) = (efficiency + w ∗ safety) + (coverage) . (3.2)
Collision penalty and time measure safety and efficiency along the trajectory to vertex v, and the




2: bestV ertex← nil
3: bestCost←∞
4: while TimeRemaining() do
5: v ← A*(samples, start, bestCost)
6: if f(v) < bestCost then
7: bestV ertex← v
8: bestCost← f(v)
9: samples← samples ∪ Sample(|samples|)
10: return TraceP lan(bestV ertex)
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Algorithm 2 A*
Input: samples, start, bestCost
1: Q← start
2: while Q 6= ∅ do
3: if ¬TimeRemaining() then
4: return nil
5: v ← Pop(Q)
6: if Goal(v) then
7: return v
8: Expand(v, bestCost, samples)
9: return nil
To a reader familiar with A* (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968), these concepts will be familiar
but confusing in this context. By definition, A* should return goal vertices, and goal vertex v should
have heuristic cost to go h(v) = 0, so the assignment bestCost← f(v) could normally be simplified
to bestCost ← g(v). This brings us to the first nuance of the algorithm. In order to guarantee
real-time termination, we bound the search space with a time horizon. The function Goal in Alg.
2 determines whether a vertex’s state is at the horizon, with no consideration of coverage. h(v)
estimates the cost to cover the remaining path segments, regardless of the horizon, so evaluating
h(v) for a vertex v on the time horizon is perfectly valid and will often return a non-zero cost to
go. By ordering Q on f , when f is monotone, A* must select the minimum f goal in the graph.
Algorithm 3 Expand
Input: v, bestCost, samples
1: radii← {default, coverage}
2: speeds← {default, slow}
3: for configuration ∈ speeds× radii do
4: for p ∈ GetNearbyPoses(v, configuration, samples) do
5: v′ ← Connect(v, p)
6: CollisionAndCoverageCheck((v, v′)) {Compute cost to come (g(v′))}
7: ComputeCostToGo(v′) {Compute heuristic estimate of cost to go (h(v′))}
8: if f(v′) ≤ bestCost then
9: Push(Q, v′)
Algorithm 3, Expand, creates vertices from a set of poses near v by the steering function (Alg.























where q is the number of vertices currently in the graph, n is the dimensionality of the configuration
space, Xf̂ is the set of states which could contribute to a better solution than found so far, the
function λ(·) represents the Lebesque measure of a set, ζn represents the Lebesque measure of an
n-dimensional unit ball, and η ≥ 1 is a tuning parameter (Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2020).
This radius is sufficient to guarantee connectivity in the random geometric graph which RBPC
explores. For simplicity, the implementation used in the experiments approximates an alternative
approach to connectivity by selecting the K nearest poses, where K is a well-chosen parameter.
Poses to which the trajectory would take more time than remains between v and the time horizon
are shifted so they lie exactly on the horizon.
Each edge (v, v′) must be checked for collisions and coverage to compute f(v′) and determine
priority in Q. Both coverage and collision checking are performed together at a fixed increment
along the trajectory represented by (v, v′) (Alg. 3 lines 6-7). Edges are generated by four different
configurations: two turning radii and two speeds (Alg. 3 lines 1-4). At the smaller turning radius,
default , coverage of path segments is not allowed, as the heading rate is too high for collecting
good data. The larger radius, coverage, causes a sufficiently slow heading rate that surveying can
be performed. Coverage is allowed on straight Dubins segments from either configuration. This
constraint on heading rate is enforced solely in the application of autonomous ocean surveying:
turning quickly tends to leave gaps in sonar data. In other applications coverage might have
different restrictions. Two different speeds are considered: a default speed, default , and a slow
speed, slow . The default speed should be used for most coverage and traversal. The slow speed
gives the planner an option to slow down to avoid dynamic obstacles, as this is often the preferred
avoidance action.
We implement two representations of dynamic obstacles, which, while treated the same during
collision checking, have rather different ideologies. One option considers dynamic obstacles as a
rectangle that moves at a fixed velocity. If the robot is found to be inside an obstacle during a
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collision checking step, it incurs a very large penalty. While this is a simplistic model, and captures
no uncertainty in obstacle position, it makes it easy to explain the planner’s choices, and one can be
very certain the planner will avoid dynamic obstacles if at all possible. The other option represents
dynamic obstacles as a multivariate Gaussian probability distribution, again moving at a fixed
velocity. Under this model the robot incurs a collision penalty scaled by the probability density
function of each obstacle evaluated at the robot’s position. This representation is advantageous
because it lets the penalty scale continuously with proximity, so the planner can balance proximity
with coverage, or between multiple obstacles. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine how to
scale the probability density function, subject to different covariances and obstacle sizes, such that
desirable behavior is achieved in all scenarios.
We implement three heuristics to guide search and evaluate trajectories at the time horizon in
RBPC (mutually exclusively). We also describe an adaptation to two of them to deal with large
numbers of path segments. To discuss these heuristics, let us first define two measures of distance
in the autonomous ocean surveying configuration space. Let dEuclidean(x1, x2) be the Euclidean
distance in the workspace between poses x1 and x2. Let dSteering(x1, x2) be the length of the
minimal trajectory between poses x1 and x2 by the steering function. For the purpose of this
discussion, let a path segment start pose be a pose on one end of a path segment whose heading
aligns the robot with the segment in the correct direction to begin covering it, and let a path
segment end pose be a similar pose whose heading points the robot to leave the segment, as though
coverage has just been completed. Note that these poses are each valid on either end of a segment,
but are distinguished by differing headings.
A simple, computationally easy heuristic hsum takes dEuclidean to the nearest segment start pose,
plus the sum length of all path segments. This serves to pull search greedily towards the nearest
path, which tends to be a good idea. It is clearly admissible, as dEuclidean is strictly no greater than
dSteering, which is how the vehicle actually drives, and all path segments must be covered. It is
also consistent: neither total path length nor distance to the nearest path segment can decrease by
more than the distance traveled by the robot. We also implement two heuristics that find traveling
salesman tours through the path segments, to better estimate the minimal distance required to
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finish the instance. They each find the optimal tour considering cities to be path segments, where
the robot must enter at a start pose and leave by the corresponding end pose, having covered the
segment. hpoint ignores kinodynamics and uses dEuclidean to find edge costs for the tour, whereas
hSteering uses the more informed dSteering.
We note that hpoint is both admissible and consistent, similarly to hsum, but hSteering is not.
For two poses close in dEuclidean, the steering function may have to perform a looping maneuver to
line up other state variables, such as heading. This is only inadmissible in cases where coverage is
possible without going through the exact start pose for a path. See Sections 3.3.3-3.3.6 for more
details about when this happens and what we can do about it during search. The approaches
suggested in those sections are not general enough to make hSteering admissible.
For large numbers of path segments it is intractable to compute optimal tours, so we propose
an adaptation to the latter two heuristics. We restrict the branching factor in the problem to a
constant: passage between cities is only allowed for the J closest neighbors for any given city. While
this prohibits admissibility for even hpoint, we feel that often enough a close-to-optimal solution
can be found, making this approach useful in practice. It is a point of future work to investigate
other approaches to approximate solutions.
C++ source code for RBPC is available at https://github.com/afb2001/path_planner.
3.3 Biasing Sampling and Search
3.3.1 Biasing sampling
Sampling is restricted to an area bounded by Euclidean distance equal to the time horizon multiplied
by the maximum speed of the robot, because poses outside this area will be unreachable in search.
Poses are sampled from a uniform distribution in the workspace and in heading, but in order to
help the algorithm find good plans quickly, we bias sampling to occasionally sample on the path
segments. We bias search towards path segment endpoints, but not onto path segments partway
through. Sampling on the path segments reliably provides this option to the algorithm.
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3.3.2 Biasing search
Biasing search has proven vital to reasonable performance in even unrealistically good conditions.
Not only does the GetNearbyPoses (Alg. 3 line 4) function find a set of near poses, it also
finds the nearest path start pose and connects a vertex there. If the vertex is already on a path,
GetNearbyPoses finds the opposite end pose instead. By always expanding to either of these poses
we always provide a good option for getting onto the nearest path segment or continuing to cover
a segment. This practice led to the discovery of the property of Dubins curves described in the
following section.
3.3.3 A note about Dubins paths
In the context of frequent re-planning, Dubins curves are not robust. There are two sources of error
which make this fact almost debilitating: real-world disturbances and numeric instability. Real-
world disturbances are present in most robotics applications, whether they be actuation noise or
true external forces, and, while numeric instability may be implementation-dependent, the author
is not able to prevent it. Regardless of the source, shifting poses by a small amount in the Cartesian
plane or in heading can increase the minimal length Dubins curve between them drastically.
Dubins curves are composed of three segments, or words, of three different types. These word
types are: R, a maximal right turn, L, a maximal left turn, and S, a straight line. Straight words
can only fall between two curve words, and no word can be repeated immediately (e.g. LRL is
allowed but LLR is not). This allows for six possible path types: LSL, LSR, RSL, RSR, RLR,
LRL.
For a fixed ending pose and starting heading, the Cartesian plane can be partitioned into regions
where a specific path type is optimal. Example partitions are shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2.
We observe that the example RSR curve (Figure 3-2a) originates from the RSR partition, but we
could draw a reciprocal curve from the upper, LSL partition. Any curve we draw in that figure
will have the same sequence of words as others in the same partition. The same applies to Figure
3-2b, but the partitions have been drawn for a different starting heading.
While stepping along a Dubins path at small intervals, the poses close to the endpoint often
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Figure 3-1: A slice at θ = π of the partition into word-invariant cells for the Dubins car. The circle
is centered on the origin. Figure from LaValle (2006).
(a) Slice of path type partitions with starting
heading of π radians North of East. A sample
curve is shown to illustrate the partitioning.
(b) Slice of path type partitions with starting
heading of 1.6 radians North of East.
Figure 3-2: Two slices of path type partitions with different starting headings.
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(a) Example Dubins path
(b) Dubins path with a re-computed suffix drawn as
well. We would expect the re-calculated path to match
the end of the original, but it deviates and forms a
loop.
Figure 3-3: Dubins path shown with an incorrect re-computed suffix. This demonstrates numerical
instability in Dubins curves.
walk the boundaries of these partitions. When computing a single curve this is unimportant, but
when re-computing the remaining curve, or suffix, a slight disturbance can push the suffix starting
configuration into another partition, changing the optimal path type and potentially increasing the
length. An example of this is shown in two parts in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-3a shows a Dubins curve,
and Figure 3-3b overlays the suffix computed partway through, which deviates from the original
curve.
Re-calculating curves in this way can occur when repeatedly running an algorithm like RBPC,
partially executing plans it produces during each planning cycle. In particular, it will happen when
the best (lowest f) local trajectory is a direct extension of the best trajectory discovered in the
previous cycle. When there is only one nearby path segment and no nearby dynamic obstacles, the
best trajectory tends to be one which goes immediately to the path segment and begins covering
it. Thus, the lack of robustness will affect planning as the robot approaches path segments. This
observation is confirmed by pilot experiments.
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The fragility of Dubins curves, caused by numerical instability or real-world disturbances, can
prevent RBPC from even beginning to cover paths. A video of this effect can be found here: https:
//youtu.be/qJMch2bXbeg. RBPC attempts to approach the survey line, but cannot reliably extend
the previous plan when the robot gets close to the path segment, because of Dubins instability. We
describe three strategies for overcoming these effects in the following sections.
3.3.4 Exact plan tracking
We allow the planner to be separated from reality with the simplifying assumption that the robot has
not deviated from the previous plan. We only allow this abstraction if the controller determined that
the previous plan was feasible upon receipt. See Chapter 4 for a description of how the controller
determines this. Assuming we have not deviated from the previous plan removes any effects of
external disturbances or actuation noise, but it does not completely mitigate the lack of robustness
documented in the previous section: the controller may not always be able to achieve plans, and
numerical instability can still push Dubins curve recalculation across partition boundaries and make
it challenging to cover a path segment.
3.3.5 Plan re-use
If the robot has not deviated from the previous plan, we can find good plans that extend it without
recalculating the first portion of the previous plan by including it directly in search. We accomplish
this by collision checking the previous plan and adding the resulting vertex to the open list Q along
with the starting vertex start in Alg. 2 line 1. Because the plan is already precisely known, we
do not need to calculate a fragile Dubins suffix, and can thus circumvent numeric instability. In
the case where the previous plan begins to cover a line, adding that additional vertex makes the
same option of starting coverage available. It has the side effect of seeding search with an almost-
complete good plan, which helps the first search, unbounded by an incumbent cost, find a solution
quickly. The previous plan may not be feasible to extend if we do not assume the robot has not
deviated from it. Re-using plans in this way has shown to be very helpful in pilot experiments.
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Figure 3-4: A coverage path vs a Dubins path to the start pose for beginning line coverage. When
a large-radius turn can be completed within the line width it is far better to do so than to take a
Dubins path to the center endpoint of the line.
3.3.6 Coverage Paths
We also design robust coverage trajectories which bring the robot onto a nearby path in a more
robust way than going to a precise start pose for the segment. The robust coverage trajectories
connect a pose to a nearby pose on a path segment. Unlike the earlier search bias, these trajectories
do not necessarily target a path starting pose. Instead, using a turning radius for which coverage is
allowed, they find a point along the path that can be connected while staying as close to the center
of the path as possible. These paths are most beneficial when only a small turn is required and
can be completed withing the path width, ensuring complete coverage. We note that this situation
naturally occurs as the robot approaches a path segment and experiences a small disturbance. An
example of this situation is shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: An example robust coverage trajectory in more detail. It consists of two curves: a turn
inwards, towards the center of the line, and a turn outwards, for the final alignment. When both
curves can be completed within the line width this is desirable, as no portion of the segment will
be left uncovered.
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Figure 3-6: ASV is headed away from the center of the path segment. It executes a turn towards
the center of the segment followed by a turn in the opposite direction, ending aligned with the
center line.
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Figure 3-7: ASV is headed towards the center of the path segment. By executing a turn away from
the center line, it would not cross the center, so it turns first to the left, towards the center line.
Then, it turns to the right, ending aligned with the center line.
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Figure 3-8: ASV is headed towards the center of the path segment. The ASV turns to the right,
away from the center line, but still crosses it. It follows up with a turn in the opposite direction,
ending aligned with the center line.
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The computation of robust coverage trajectories depends on the robot’s distance from a path
segment and its heading with respect to the segment. We ignore segments from which the robot
is more than two turning radii away, as those cases are better served by driving to the segment
start pose with a standard Dubins curve. We separate the remaining cases by whether the robot
is heading towards the path segment or away. In each case, the coverage trajectory is a specialized
Dubins curve composed of two turning segments in opposite directions (with a zero-length segment,
to be a valid Dubins curve). Figures 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8 show the different cases, with exaggerated
heading differences for clarity. If the robot is facing away from the segment, it should execute
a turn towards the segment, followed by a turn in the opposite direction. An example of this is
shown in Figure 3-6. The second turn aligns the robot to the path segment. If the robot is facing
away from the segment, but a turn away would not pass through the center line of the segment,
the robot should turn first towards the segment and then in the opposite direction, as in the first
case. An example of this is shown in Figure 3-7. Otherwise, if turning away from the path segment
would bring the robot through the center line of the segment, the robot should execute that turn
away, passing through the segment, followed by a turn in the other direction. An example of this
situation is shown in Figure 3-8.
We find that the inclusion of these specific trajectories is very helpful to robustly cover segments
without looping around. Vertices on the end of these trajectories are injected into the open list Q
at the same time as the starting vertex start is added in Alg. 2 line 1. A video showing the success
of these adjustments can be found here: https://youtu.be/h6yc8jLrVUA.
3.4 Theoretical Properties
We will now discuss theoretical properties of RBPC. We prove that it is real-time, asymptotically
optimal within its local search space, and probabilistically complete.
3.4.1 Real-time
In order to prove that RBPC can meet a reasonable computation time bound we must prove that it
performs a constant number of computations as the size of the input increases. The main way the
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input size can change is in the length and number of path segments, and their distance from the
robot. Before we prove the runtime is constant in this dimension, let us discuss other parameters
on which the runtime depends.
As in many motion planning algorithms, a lot of computational effort is put into collision
checking trajectory segments. In RBPC this is done at a fixed distance increment. Collision
checking trajectories costs time linear in the length of the trajectory but also inverse linear in the
size of this increment: the smaller the increment the more time it will take to check a trajectory. We
assume the increment will remain fixed, and is large enough to allow RBPC to terminate within a
reasonable time bound. Computational effort in collision checking could also depend on the number
and complexity of dynamic obstacles. We assume that these are bounded low enough so that they
do not prevent the algorithm from terminating within a time bound as well.
Assumption 1. The time complexity for collision checking a trajectory is linear in trajectory length
and bounded by a constant in all other dimensions, including collision checking density and dynamic
obstacle number and complexity.
If we were to plan a trajectory to cover every path segment, under Assumption 1 our collision
checking complexity would be linear in the sum length of segments and in their distance from the
robot. Hence, we bound our trajectory computation out to a fixed time horizon as discussed earlier
in this chapter. This allows us the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Collision checking in RBPC has constant time complexity in the size of the input.
Proof. At a maximum speed, a fixed time horizon also defines a distance horizon. By Assumption
1 we know that collision checking takes linear time in the distance to be checked, and constant
elsewhere. Since the distance is bounded by a constant, collision checking computation is also
bounded by a constant.
Theorem 1. RBPC terminates within its given real-time bound.
Proof. By Lemma 1, collision checking has constant time complexity in the size of the input. All
other factors in time complexity are not controlled by the input, so there exists a number of initial
samples that allows RBPC to terminate in real-time.
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It is important that RBPC terminate in real time to satisfy the time bound given in the path
coverage problem defined in Chapter 1. We impose this requirement because we need to be able to
guarantee responsiveness for the robot, as it operates in a dynamic hazardous environment.
3.4.2 Asymptotic local optimality
In the following we prove RBPC is asymptotically optimal in the local search space. To prove this,
we show that RBPC considers every edge RRT* (Karaman et al. 2011) would consider, so, since
RRT* is asymptotically optimal, RBPC must be as well.
Theorem 2. The probability that RBPC converges asymptotically towards the lowest f trajectory
on the time horizon when given infinite samples is one.
Proof. Theorem 2 is proven by showing that RBPC considers at least the same edges as RRT* for
a sequence of samples samples = (x1, x2, . . . , xq) and a connection limit rRBPC ≥ rRRT ∗ . We note
that (3.3) uses the same connection radius for a batch that RRT* would use for the first sample
in the batch and the connection radius of both are monotonically decreasing, so the condition
rRBPC ≥ rRRT ∗ holds. The structure of this proof is similar to that found in the proof of Theorem
3 in Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa (2020), Section 4.
RRT* incrementally builds a tree from a sequence of samples. For each pose in the sequence,
xk ∈ samples, it considers the neighborhood of earlier samples that are within the connection limit,
Xnear,k := {xj ∈ samples | j < k, ||xk − xj ||2 ≤ rRRT ∗}.
It selects the connection from this neighborhood that minimizes the cost-to-come to the sample
and then evaluates the ability of connections from this sample to reduce the cost-to-come of the
other states in the neighborhood.
Given the same sequence of samples, RBPC processes them in a series of batches, (Y1, Y2, . . . , Y`),
where each batch adds new samples at an exponential rate:
Yi = {xj ∈ samples | j < initialSamples ∗ 2i}.
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For each sample in the batch, y ∈ Yk, it considers the neighborhood of samples from the same batch
within the connection limit,
Xnear,k := {x ∈ Yk | ||y − x||2 ≤ rRBPC}.
It adds the edge in this neighborhood to the tree that minimizes the cost-to-come to the sample
and considers all the outgoing edges to connect its neighbors. This set of edges contains all those
considered by RRT* for an equivalent connection limit, rRBPC ≥ rRRT ∗ .
As rRBPC ≥ rRRT ∗ , this shows that RBPC considers at least the same edges as RRT*. Because
each batch starts a fresh motion tree, re-wiring of the tree need not be considered, as those edges
that would be created by re-wiring will occur naturally during edge generation. With a consistent
heuristic, trajectories in the motion tree are optimal with respect to the samples thus far, because
the motion tree is explored by A* (Alg. 2). RBPC is therefore almost-surely asymptotically
optimal.
We strive for asymptotic optimality because it separates the real-time algorithm from the hard-
ware on which it is run: increasing computation speed should improve the quality of solutions.
Since safety is part of the objective function, given enough time, RBPC will find safe trajectories
if they exist. The objective also considers efficiency of coverage, so safe trajectories that allow
coverage will be preferred over safe trajectories which do not. RBPC will not lead the robot further
away than necessary from coverage in pursuit of safety, within the limits of its lookahead.
3.4.3 Probabilistic completeness
Probabilistic completeness for RBPC is different than other similar algorithms because of its reced-
ing horizon. Solutions returned within the time bound are not required to fully solve an instance,
so it makes more sense to talk of completeness over a period of interwoven planning and execution.
We observe that the path coverage problem can be broken down into a sequence of traditional
motion planning problems which each provide positive coverage, where the goal is some fixed pose,
rather than completion of all coverage. Completeness for a single problem implies completeness for
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the sequence, because each problem in the sequence could then be solved, so for the rest of this
subsection we discuss only a single motion planning problem.
Our proof by contradiction follows those of Korf (1990) for RTA* and Fickert et al. (2020) for
Nancy: we first prove that incompleteness implies a set of regions within which RBPC circulates
forever. Then we prove that, with dynamic programming-like heuristic updates, such a set cannot
exist. In order to prove probabilistic completeness we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 2. The controller is able to follow planned trajectories accurately.
This is reasonable to assume given that we have a steering function which should simplistically
model the dynamics of the robot, and that the robot should not be operating in extreme conditions.
Assumption 3. There are no dynamic obstacles.
An antagonistic dynamic obstacle could always intercept the robot at exactly the right times
to prevent safe coverage, so we must make this assumption to prove the theoretical property of
probabilistic completeness. We note that there may exist some slightly weaker assumption about
behavior of dynamic obstacles which would also suffice here, but its existence and subsequent
derivation is left as a matter of future work.
Assumption 4. A goal is reachable from every pose.
This is perhaps the most limiting assumption presented thus far, because it prevents the
workspace from having dead ends. We direct the reader to Fridovich-Keil, Fisac, and Tomlin (2019)
for a framework to extend existing motion planning algorithms to avoid dead ends.
Assumption 5. A motion planning algorithm builds a motion tree of states, extending from an
initial pose. These states are referred to as vertices in the context of graph search to build the
motion tree.
Sampling-based motion planning algorithms like RBPC build a motion tree in this way. Prob-
abilistic completeness for other approaches to motion planning are not discussed in this thesis.
Let X denote the space of all poses. Note that we have defined the configuration space to
include time, but that poses are time-invariant, so X is not the configuration space.
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Definition 1. For two poses x1, x2 ∈ X, we say that x2 is reachableA from x1 if and only if a
real-time motion planning algorithm A will expand x2 from a search started at x1 with positive
probability.
Let us extend the definition of reachability to sets of poses. For any two sets of poses r1, r2 ⊆ X,
we say that r2 is reachableA from r1 if and only if ∃x1∈r1 : ∃x2∈r2 : x2 is reachableA from x1. We
also define the related notion of fully reachableA such that region r2 is fully reachableA from r1 if
and only if ∀x1∈r1 : ∀x2∈r2 : x2 is reachableA from x1.
Assumption 6. The space X is bounded.
We need to assume the space of all poses is bounded in order to define the following partitioning
of X.
Definition 2. We define a partitioning R of the space of all poses X into a finite set of disjoint
regions such that, given a real-time motion planning algorithm A:
• Every region is fully reachableA from itself. ∀r∈R: r is reachableA from r. 1
• Every region has at least one other reachableA region. ∀r1∈R: ∃r2∈R: r2 is reachableA from r1
and r1 6= r2.
• Heuristic values ĥ(r) of region r are applied to all poses in r in search.
Definition 3. We define notation pertaining to regions and search:
• we denote the region containing pose x to be r(x),
• we denote the pose of vertex v by x(v),
• we denote the composition r(x(v)) as simply r(v).
Definition 4. We define a directed region graph GR,A = (R,ER) over the regions R such that
edges (r1, r2) ∈ ER between two regions r1, r2 ∈ R have finite, positive cost c(r1, r2) and exist if
and only if r1 is not r2 and for motion planning algorithm A, r2 is reachableA from r1.
1This definition may be more restrictive than necessary, and a less restrictive definition is worth investigating.
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The edge costs in GR,A are not theoretically important, as long as they are positive and finite,
but for an implementation of a heuristic employing the learning learning described later in this
section, it might be helpful for them to represent in some way the cost to transfer between regions.
We note that under Assumption 4, for a single goal GR,A will connected, or, if there are multiple
goals, each component of GR,A must contain at least one goal.
Assumption 7. For any region r, the heuristic estimate, ĥ(r), is initially finite.
Similar to the edge costs, the initial heuristic values are not theoretically important, but it
might be helpful to an implementation of RBPC for them to represent an estimate of the cost to
go from a region.
Definition 5. A real-time motion planning algorithm is goal-aware if, upon discovering a goal in
its lookahead, it commits to a path toward it.
Lemma 2. RBPC is goal-aware with a heuristic that is zero at goals and non-zero elsewhere.
Proof. RBPC selects the lowest f vertex on the time horizon. If a goal is reachable in local search,
it will have the lowest f value, as its heuristic will be zero and we assume no dynamic obstacles
(Assumption 3).
Lemma 3. If a motion planning algorithm A is incomplete, in the limit of computation speed,
under Assumption 4 it must run forever.
Proof. Under Assumption 4, a goal is reachable from all poses. This means there are no dead ends
where the robot could get stuck and never leave to find a goal. In the limit of infinite computation
speed, A will always find trajectories to any reachableA regions, and thus be able to go to them.
Hence, the only way for a motion planning algorithm to terminate on a problem instance is to reach
a goal. Thus any motion planning algorithm that does not find a goal must run forever.
Lemma 4. A goal-aware motion planning algorithm A will achieve a goal in any region fully
reachableA from the starting pose with positive probability.
Proof. A goal pose in a fully reachableA region will be expanded by A with positive probability
(Definition 1). A goal-aware motion planning algorithm will commit to a path to a goal when one
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is found in lookahead (Definition 5). Thus, with positive probability, algorithm A will achieve a
goal if one is reachableA from the starting pose.
Definition 6. A set of regions R◦ is called a circulating set if there exists a time t◦ after which
the agent will only visit regions r ∈ R◦ and will visit each infinitely often.
Lemma 5. A circulating set R◦ for a goal-aware real-time motion planning algorithm A cannot
contain a goal-containing region.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that a circulating set R◦ for a goal-aware real-time motion plan-
ning algorithm A contains a goal-containing region. Regions in R◦ are visited infinitely often
(Definition 6). Regions are fully reachableA from themselves (Definition 2). A will achieve a
reachableA goal with positive probability (Lemma 4). Thus A will achieve the goal in R◦, termi-
nating, contrary to the definition of R◦ (Definition 6).
Lemma 6. If a goal-aware real-time motion planning algorithm A is incomplete it must have a
non-empty circulating set R◦.
Proof. If a motion planning algorithm is incomplete, by Lemma 3 it will run forever. Because the
set of regions R is finite (Definition 2), there must exist a subset of regions R◦ ⊂ R that the robot
will visit an infinite number of times after some initial time t. By Lemma 5 no regions in R◦ can
contain a goal. If there exist regions not visited infinitely often, let time ts be the last time such a
region was visited. Then t◦ := max(t, ts) satisfies the claim.
Lemma 7. Under Assumptions 4 and 6, if a goal-aware real-time motion planning algorithm A
has a circulating set R◦, then
• there exists a finite set of non-goal-containing regions R∞ ⊇ R◦ that are reachableA infinitely
often,
• the set of reachableA frontier regions RF := R∞ \R◦ is non-empty,
• there is a time t1 after which no region in RF is visited.
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Proof. Lookaheads from all regions r ∈ R◦ are performed infinitely often, so there must be a set of
regions Rr∞ which are reachableA from r infinitely often (Definition 2). Their union over r ∈ R◦
is R∞. R∞ is finite, because the set of regions is finite (Definition 2). The frontier regions RF
are reachableA infinitely often from regions in R∞. As they are not in R◦ they are visited only a
finite number of times, so the claimed t1 exists. R◦ does not contain a goal (Lemma 5), but a goal
is reachable from all regions (Assumption 4), so RF must be non-empty and contain at least one
region containing either a goal or poses on a path to a goal. RF is finite because it is a subset of
R∞, and of R, which are both finite (Definition 2).
Definition 7. A real-time motion planning algorithm does dynamic programming-like learning if
it updates heuristic values of regions visited by the robot such that afterwards the heuristic value




(c(r, r′) + ĥ(r′)). (3.4)
A standard result is that if updates of this form are performed infinitely often, on a finite graph
with positive edge cost, from finite initial values, the ĥ values will eventually converge, satisfying
Equation 3.4 (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996), Proposition 2.3). We have a finite graph of regions
GR,A with positive edge costs (Definition 4) and finite initial values (Assumption 7), so this result
is applicable. The reader is directed to Koenig and Sun (2009) for an in-depth example of dynamic
programming-like learning in real-time heuristic search.
Lemma 8. Under Assumptions 3-6, if a real-time motion planning algorithm that performs dy-
namic programming-like learning has a circulating set R◦, then there exists a time t2 after which
heuristic values have converged to satisfy Equation 3.4 for every region in R◦.
Proof. ĥ values in regions rf ∈ RF are never updated, since they are never visited. All update
operations performed on R∞ are well-defined, i.e., consider visited regions in R∞. By construction,
the update procedure is called infinitely often in every region in R◦. Due to the convergence of the
dynamic programming-like learning procedure with positive edge cost (Definition 4) and bounded
initial ĥ values (Assumption 7), the ĥ values in these regions will eventually converge to a solution
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of Equation 3.4 as claimed.
In the following we will use fv and gv to denote the f and g value, respectively, of a vertex in
a lookahead search space with respect to the current root vertex v of the search.
Definition 8. A real-time motion planning algorithm is called persistent if, whenever it generates a
vertex vf in region rf in lookahead from starting vertex v with f̂v(vf ) < f̂v(v) or f̂v(vf ) = f̂v(v) and
ĥ(rf ) < ĥ(r(v)), it will eventually visit rf , or a region r
′ containing a vertex v′ where f̂v(v
′) < f̂v(vf )
or f̂v(v
′) = f̂v(vf ) and ĥ(r
′) < ĥ(rf ).
Lemma 9. Under Assumptions 3-6, in the limit of infinite computation speed, an asymptotically
persistent and goal-aware real-time motion planning algorithm that does dynamic programming-like
learning cannot have a non-empty circulating set.
Proof. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the search algorithm does have a circulating set
R◦. Then there must be sets R∞ and RF as per Lemma 7. By Lemma 8 we know that ĥ will
eventually converge on all regions in R◦ at some point in time t2. Let rf ∈ RF be a region with
minimal ĥ among regions in RF . Since rf is reachable infinitely often, a vertex vf at the time
horizon with a pose in rf will be generated in some lookahead at time t3 > t2. Since heuristic
values are converged in R◦, for all r ∈ R◦, ĥ(rf ) < ĥ(r). In the limit of computation speed, vf will
be expanded. There are no dynamic obstacles (Assumption 3), so all vertices at the time horizon
must be uniform in g, and vf has minimal ĥ among those vertices. Since search is persistent, it will
eventually visit rf , or a region r
′ containing a vertex v′ with f̂v(v
′) < f̂v(vf ) or f̂v(v
′) = f̂v(vf ) and
ĥ(r′) < ĥ(rf ). Observe that, for every region r in R◦, we have ĥ(r) > ĥ(rf ) due to convergence
satisfying Equation 3.4. Therefore r′ cannot be in R◦. Thus the search must eventually visit a
region not in R◦, implying that it must eventually visit a region in RF , in contradiction to its
definition.
Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 3-6, a persistent and goal-aware real-time motion planning algo-
rithm with dynamic programming-like learning will eventually reach a goal.
Proof. If a goal is never reached, the algorithm has a circulating set by Lemma 6, which by Lemma
9 is not possible.
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Assumption 8. RBPC breaks ties in Q by low h.
Lemma 10. Under Assumption 8, in the limit of computation speed RBPC is persistent.
Proof. RBPC searches in order of increasing f(v) (Alg. 2 line 5), breaking ties on low h(v) (As-
sumption 8), choosing first vertex on the time horizon expanded to be the goal. In the limit of
computation speed it is guaranteed to consider all reachable regions in local search, so it must find
trajectories into the region with lowest f , or, in case of ties, lowest h, each local search, by Theorem
2 and Assumption 8. Thus it is asymptotically persistent.
Corollary 1. Under Assumptions 3-8, in the limit of computation speed, if RBPC uses dynamic
programming-like learning it will eventually reach a goal.
Proof. RBPC is an asymptotically persistent (Lemma 10) and goal-aware (Lemma 2) real-time
(Theorem 1) motion planning algorithm, and if it uses dynamic programming-like learning it is
probabilistically complete under Assumptions 3-8 via Theorem 3.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first proof of probabilistic completeness of this nature for
a real-time motion planning algorithm. With these properties: real-time, asymptotic optimality,




Approximate Model Predictive Controller
A motion planner is essential for autonomous ocean surveying, but, as designed, it is not the
only required component. We allow the planner to be separated from reality by some simplifying
assumptions that will not hold in the real world, which necessitate a controller to execute low-level
actuation. Several sources of disturbance are assumed not to exist when planning trajectories.
Actuation noise and waves, which affect the boat in difficult-to-predict short-term ways, make it
unwise to pursue a single control for the duration of a planning iteration. Wind and current act
together for a more consistent, long-term disturbance. While the Dubins car has been adapted
to account for a consistent wind force (Techy and Woolsey 2009), we choose to allow a controller
to estimate and account for external forces. Running a controller at a higher frequency than the
planner enables it to react to short-term disturbances. For exmaple, RBPC is run at 1Hz with a
5s minimum trajectory duration, while the controller is designed to follow plans by issuing rudder
and throttle controls at 10Hz.
Additionally, specific to a Dubins-based motion planner, it is helpful to allow the planner
to assume the vehicle has not deviated from the last plan. The non-robustness and numerical
instability discussed in Chapter 3 necessitate this abstraction, as it frees the planner to re-use a
previously computed Dubins curve, instead of attempting to calculate a similar one from scratch.
We design an approximate model-predictive controller to fill this role in our autonomous ocean
surveying system. This controller receives a motion plan, hereafter referred to as a reference
trajectory in this chapter, from the planning algorithm, and issues low level controls at a high
frequency in order to follow this trajectory as closely as possible. The controller uses a model of
the vehicle to simulate various controls and compares the resulting trajectories to the reference
trajectory with a customizable scoring function. The initial controls in the best-scoring trajectory
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are issued to the robot, and the process begins anew with an updated starting pose. Simulating
and scoring trajectories allows the controller some limited lookahead with which it can anticipate
difficult maneuvers and choose controls likely to lead to long-term success. The reader is directed
to https://youtu.be/2-fAVah2YMg for a video which demonstrates effects of this lookahead. This
video shows the controller following several trajectory segments. The segments are pieced together
in a way which is not dynamically feasible. By looking ahead, the controller discovers that it can
most closely match the trajectory corners by turning early, effectively cutting the corners. This is
preferable to a controller without lookahead. A PID controller, for example, cannot anticipate the
corners in this way, but instead corrects afterwards. This video, https://youtu.be/MJcPnscloy8,
shows a PID controller driving a square pattern, and this video, https://youtu.be/HQtPtGHUBKM,
shows the model-predictive controller driving the same pattern.
The controller simulates and scores trajectories at a fixed time step, and extends lookahead as
time allows and future reference trajectory remains. It issues controls at a fixed frequency, and sim-
ulates trajectories continually in the meantime, to take full advantage of the time it has. Algorthms
4 and 5 show the structure of the computations it performs. Algorithm 5, SimulateTrajectories,
is shown here recursively for clarity, but in practice, it is implemented in a loop mostly without
dynamic memory access, for speed.
Algorithm 4 MPC
Input: start
1: depth ← 1
2: bestControl ← ∅
3: while TimeRemaining() ∧ depth ∗ timestep ≤ ReferenceTrajectoryTotalTime() do
4: bestControl, ←SimulateTrajectories(start , depth)
5: depth = depth + 1
6: return bestControl
Trajectories are explored in a depth-first iterative deepening order (Alg. 4 lines 4-5), and
controls picked from longer simulated trajectories are always preferred over controls from earlier
depths (Alg. 4, line 4). At each depth of search, controls are chosen by the function GetControls,




1: if d ≤ 0 then
2: return ∅, 0
3: bestScore ←∞
4: bestControl ← ∅
5: for u in GetControls() do
6: s′ ← Simulate(s, u, timestep)
7: , c←SimulateTrajectories(s′, d− 1)
8: c← c+ Score(s′)
9: if c < bestScore then
10: bestScore ← c
11: bestControl ← u
12: return bestControl , bestScore
global parameter to the controller, and controls the granularity at which the simulated trajectories
branch and are scored. The recursion in Alg. 5 finds the best score for trajectories passing through
s′ (Alg. 5 line 7). If the score for s′ plus the score for the best trajectory passing through s′ (Alg.
5 line 8) is lower than the best score seen thus far (Alg. 5 line 9), the current score and control
are saved (Alg. 5 lines 10-11). Finally, the best control and score are returned (Alg. 5 line 12).
The loop in Alg. 4 line 3 is bounded by both wall clock time and reference trajectory depth: the
controller must run at a fixed rate, and simulated states beyond the end of the reference trajectory
cannot be scored.
The branching factor of the depth-first search is equal to the number of unique controls con-
sidered by GetControls. A naive approach would pick controls evenly across the control space, but
this creates a tradeoff between lookahead and granularity: more controls means a higher branching
factor, which could reduce the final depth of the trajectory search. Instead, we propose a more
limited set of controls which we believe still captures enough good possible controls at each depth.
This limited set is motivated by a hypothesis about our application domain, autonomous ocean
surveying. In this domain, the robot most often pilots straight along a survey line while fighting
actuation noise and consistent external disturbances. We believe that, in this case, the best control
is often similar to the previous control. With this in mind, we design the limited control set relative
to the previous control. The limited control set contains all extreme controls, the previous control,
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and neighboring controls to the previous control, as defined by a fixed discretization or granular-
ity. We find this works well in practice to allow a fine granularity of controls without sacrificing
lookahead depth. Granularity values and their effects are discussed in Appendix A.
The calculation in the function Score is integral to good behavior from the model-predictive
controller. In our ocean surveying domain, Score compares simulated states to their counterparts
on the reference trajectory as a function of Euclidean distance, heading difference, and speed
difference, shown in Equation 4.1. The two parameters in Equation 4.1 are states being compared,
one of which is s′ in Alg. 5 line 8, and the other is s′’s time-equivalent counterpart on the reference
trajectory. The result, shown in Equation 4.1 is exponential in Euclidean distance and linear in
the other two terms, exposing a weight for each term to the user.
score(s1, s2) = wd ∗ edistance(s1,s2) + wh ∗ headingDiff (s1, s2) + ws ∗ speedDiff (s1, s2) (4.1)
This flexibility allows for easy reconfiguration of the scoring function, and thus the behavior of
the controller, when environmental conditions change. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the controller
determines whether the reference trajectory is achievable. It determines this with a user-defined
threshold in terms of the scoring function: only trajectories that score below the threshold are
considered achievable. A good threshold is likely to be dependent on environmental factors, and
could change during operation, because it is a measure of how confident the controller should be in
its ability to achieve reference trajectories. In rough conditions, it should be lower, to prevent to
robot getting pushed too far off course, but in generally good conditions, when similar disturbances
are recoverable, it should be higher, to let the planner re-use plans more often. Example weights
and threshold are provided in Appendix A, with some more specific discussion about how they
affect behavior.
External disturbances are measured and estimated, in order for the controller to react appropri-
ately. When controls are issued, the current state and issued control are recorded in a buffer with
fixed size. When a disturbance estimate is desired, the oldest state in the buffer is simulated to the
present time by applying each control for the duration it was applied to the robot (until the next
state in the buffer, or the present time), assuming no external disturbance. The difference between
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this final state and the current state provides an estimate of disturbances affecting the robot over
time. This estimate is used to adjust the simulated state s′ (Alg. 5 line 6) in order to increase the
accuracy of simulation. The buffer, once full, acts as a shifting time window over which disturbance
is estimated.
C++ source code for the controller is available at https://github.com/afb2001/mpc. A




Architecture for Autonomous Ocean Surveying
5.1 Executive
In addition to a planner and controller, we implement an executive to supervise solving the path
coverage problem. For the rest of this thesis we will use the term executive to refer to this piece of
software. The executive is responsible for monitoring path coverage and robot pose as they change
in real time, and calling the planner with up-to-date parameters. It loads maps, monitors dynamic
obstacles, handles errors from the planner, and facilitates planner-controller communication.
As planning takes time, the starting pose given to the planner should be a future estimate of the
pose after planning time has elapsed. The best way to get such an estimate is from the controller,
which, as discussed in Chapter 4, simulates trajectories with different controls for as far a lookahead
as time allows. Since a new pose estimate is required to start a planning iteration, right after the
previous iteration has finished, the controller’s reference trajectory has just been updated. Thus we
must wait one full controller cycle before an updated estimate can be obtained. Once the cycle is
completed, the controller passes the estimate to the executive, which feeds it along to the planner.
If the controller returns an error, the executive can naively estimate the pose instead, from the
current pose. When the controller declares the reference trajectory is feasible, the executive passes
a pose taken directly from the last plan instead, allowing the planner to extend the previous plan
directly.
5.2 Project11
There is substantial other architecture necessary for autonomous ocean surveying which we will
briefly describe in this section. The components discussed here make up the Project 11 framework
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Figure 5-1: User interface for controlling autonomous vehicles in Project 11.
(Arsenault and Schmidt; Arsenault 2020; 2020). Project 11 was developed by the University of New
Hampshire Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping (CCOM) to provide a framework for marine
robotics. Project 11 is built with the Robot Operating System (ROS) middle-ware for robotics, so
it consists of several relatively independent nodes which communicate with one another through
topics and services. An illustration of this communication relevant to the work presented in this
thesis is shown in Figure 5-2. Communication passing through the UDP Bridge in Figure 5-2 is
communication between the robot and the operator station. In simulation this communication still
happens, but it is local.
The graphical user interface for Project 11, CCOM Autonomous Mission Planner (CAMP)
(Arsenault 2020), has been fine-tuned over many field operations to provide streamlined mission
planning capabilities to operators. Figure 5-1 shows a screenshot of the interface, displaying an
autonomous vehicle and some user-drawn survey lines. The user can easily draw and change
track-lines and generate survey patterns with a three-click interface. It displays the ASV and
dynamic obstacles in the vicinity overlayed on nautical charts, bathymetry grids, etc. Its additional
visualization capabilities have been very helpful for the development of the work in this thesis:
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Figure 5-2: Overview of communication between ROS nodes in the relevant portion of Project 11.
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CAMP has a straightforward API for displaying points, lines and arbitrary polygons in real time.
The high level state of the vehicle is modeled in a state machine housed in the mission manager
(Arsenault 2020). The mission manager handles survey requests sent by the user from AMP, and
passes them to the path coverage system or to a PID controller. It is also responsible for handling
the vehicle’s behavior after a survey has been completed.
The simulator (Arsenault 2020) is extremely helpful for motion planning algorithm development,
as it attempts to model the dynamics of various ASVs in real time. It publishes to the same topics
as the true vehicles, which makes transitioning between simulator and reality seamless. It allows
the user to configure dynamics, actuation noise, and currents on the fly. All experiments described
in the next chapter are run in this simulator.
There are many other components to this system, but they are not directly relevant to the work
presented in this thesis. The curious reader is encouraged to visit https://github.com/CCOMJHC/
project11/blob/master/documentation/Installation.md for more details, and to download





We present the results of several experiments to demonstrate the behavior of our algorithm in a
simulated ocean surveying environment. The experiments are run on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690K
CPU @ 3.50GHz with 16GB of RAM. Notably, the planner and controller each take up one of the
four cores in the system, and the surrounding ROS framework requires computational effort as
well, so performance is expected to drop significantly in systems with fewer than three available
cores. Neither the planner nor controller is implemented to take advantage of more than one core,
so systems with more cores will not see much better performance.
We evaluate the system on a set of scenarios of interest. The scenarios can be split into two
categories. There are scenarios which each test for specific behavior, for example, cannon go around
(Figure B-8) tests whether the robot can find a plan that goes extra distance around a static obstacle
to avoid a large dynamic obstacle. These specific scenarios are all present in Table 6-1, and vary
in line number, relative line positioning, dynamic obstacle number and relative positioning, and
static obstacles. There are also scenarios which test basic line following with a variety of dynamic
obstacle configurations and sizes. For example, Test05 (Figure B-23) requires the ASV survey a
line with a dynamic obstacle approaching from the right of varying sizes. These scenarios are all
present in Figure 6-3. For a detailed description of each test scenario, see Appendix B. There are
several parameters to the system, which makes it infeasible to exhaustively evaluate the parameter
space, but for the experiments shown here the system uses a default configuration unless otherwise
specified. The default configuration is the result of experimentation during the development of the
system. This process, as well as the parameters themselves, is discussed in Appendix A.
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We compare planners and configurations by keeping track of score, similar to how it is evaluated
in collision checking, and report it over the whole trial. Every 1s planning cycle the robot incurs
collision penalty according to its relation to dynamic obstacles. This total penalty is added to the
score upon completion of a trial. Scenario completion occurs only when the robot has completed
coverage required for the scenario.
Python 2.7 source code for the test harness is available at https://github.com/afb2001/
test_scenario_runner. The test harness reads scenario descriptions from text files, calls the
planner, and records results. The text file descriptions of all scenarios used in this chapter are
located in the same repository. Videos of many of the scenarios can be found at this link: https:
//www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNcViETgkSdceqn0dB9kG2_fTC_lEgDra.
6.2 Comparing the Planners
In this section we compare the real-time motion planning algorithm RBPC to an artificial potential
field based approach. The artificial potential field is implemented as a sum of forces acting on the
robot. Path segment endpoints pull the robot towards them with magnitude inversely proportional
to distance. Once the robot is on a path segment it is pulled strongly to the opposite endpoint.
When the robot is far away from the endpoint, it is pulled towards a point 10m beyond the segment
endpoint (in line with the segment), in order to help dynamic feasibility. If the robot were to be
pulled directly to the endpoint, and then directly to the other side of the segment, it could be
required to make an impossible turn to begin coverage. Dynamic obstacles exhibit a repulsive
force proportional to the obstacle’s area which decays exponentially with distance. Nearby static
obstacles also exhibit an exponentially decaying repulsive force. C++ source code for the potential
field planner can be found at https://github.com/afb2001/path_planner/blob/master/path_
planner/src/planner/PotentialFieldsPlanner.cpp and the accompanying header file.
We note that artificial potential fields are a well-studied branch of robotics, and the implemen-
tation here is intended more as a baseline than a state-of-the-art comparison. There are several
more advanced techniques to potential field construction that could allow a potential field to more
successfully navigate scenarios presented in this chapter. For example, to avoid local minima in the
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100mNorthGauntlet adjacent multi line adjacent single line ahead long
RBPC 10 10 10 10
Potential Field 10 9 10 10
cannon crossfire cannon cut across cannon follow cannon go around
RBPC 10 10 10 10
Potential Field 10 9 10 0
cannon wait 1 cannon wait 2 dynamic wall 1 long single line
RBPC 10 10 10 10
Potential Field 0 10 10 10
test01 test02a test03 test04
RBPC 10 10 10 0
Potential Field 10 10 10 0
test12a test12b test12c narrow wide
RBPC 0 10 0 10
Potential Field 0 0 0 0
Table 6-1: Number of completed instances out of 10 trials for several scenarios comparing RBPC
and Potential Field
static map, one could run the wave-front planner, described in Choset et al. (2005), to the nearest
line endpoint, following lines in a nearest-first order. This approach explicitly separates obstacle
avoidance from navigation: the robot always navigates towards the nearest line endpoint, avoiding
obstacles along the way. Because RBPC combines navigation and obstacle avoidance in a single
objective, we restrict the potential field to do the same, but a more sophisticated potential field
could separate them to great benefit.
Table 6-1 shows the number of instances out of 10 completed within a 600s time limit for both
algorithms. Table 6-1 shows only a subset of the scenarios which are small enough to be completed
in 600s. It should be noted that scenarios test04 (Figure B-17), test12a (Figure B-18), and test12c
(Figure B-20) are unsolvable, as a path segment passes through an obstacle. See Appendix B for
descriptions of each scenario. Test12b (Figure B-19) and narrow wide (Figure B-22) are notable
because they force the vehicle to escape a seawall which separates the starting pose from the path
segment. narrow wide is further complicated by a narrow corridor which must be traversed before
the seawall. The potential field approach is unable to guide the vehicle to complete either scenario,
but RBPC successfully does so 10 times out of 10. narrow wide is particularly challenging to
a potential field in general because it requires different static obstacles to be treated separately:
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the seawall must be circumvented, but the allowable proximity to obstacles must be low to fit
through the corridor. Scenario cannon wait 1 (Figure B-9) is also notable, because the potential
field planner is forced to run aground by a large dynamic obstacle. RBPC plans ahead and is able





































































































Figure 6-1: Plot showing score of the potential field planner and of the RBPC planner.
In addition to completion rates, we also study scores of test instances completed by both
algorithms. Figure 6-1 shows a comparison of median scores on the same scenarios as Table 6-
1, generated from 10 trials for each scenario. In general, RBPC tends to score slightly better than
potential field, and scores substantially better in cannon cut across (Figure B-6) and cannon wait 2
(Figure B-10). In the scenarios where the score difference is small, RBPC was able to find better
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Potential Field RBPC
Achievable Percentage 80.629 % 96.752 %
Table 6-2: Percentage of plans from each algorthm which the controller deemed feasible.
plans than potential field, which lead to the earlier completion of the scenario. In the instances with
large differences, the potential field planner collided with dynamic obstacles, incurring substantial
collision penalty.
A big factor in these differences, gleaned from observation of the potential field planner, is that
the plans from RBPC are dynamically feasible, whereas the potential field plans are often not. This
can be seen in the fraction of achievable reference trajectories for each system, shown in Table 6-2
and Figure 6-2, which both represent the same trial set as Table 6-1. Figure 6-2 is broken down
by scenario, and Table 6-2 is averaged over all trials. Dynamic feasibility is a major advantage of
RBPC.
We study several more scenarios separately from the ones presented above. These are more
realistic ocean surveying scenarios, where an ASV is tasked with following a single line with one
or more dynamic obstacles of varying sizes interrupting the survey. They are only recorded once
for each system. These scenarios are designed to be very challenging for a real-time system, as
they specify dynamic obstacles which must be avoided by a very large margin. RBPC uses a 60s
time horizon for these scenarios. A score comparison between RBPC and potential field in these
scenarios is shown in Figure 6-3. Scenarios are structured such that testXXa - testXXe are similar
scenarios but with increasing dynamic obstacle clearance required. A substantial difference in score
for RBPC is evident between the a scenarios and the c-e ones. This is because the time horizon
in RBPC is large enough to find plans which avoid the avoidance area entirely in the a scenarios
only, and able to quickly escape the avoidance area in many of the b scenarios. The potential
field implementation was re-tuned to avoid obstacles in select a scenarios for this experiment. For
several a scenarios it performs well, avoiding obstacles entirely (albeit in a less efficient manner
than RBPC). but it fails in the larger scenarios, willingly driving through the clearance zone. In
the very largest scenarios this ends up being better than RBPC.













































































































































































































































































Figure 6-3: Plot showing score of the potential field planner and of RBPC in more realistic ocean
surveying instances instances.
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Figure 6-4: Maze map. Grey squares are blocked.
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demonstrates RBPC’s ability to discover feasible plans in a tight space. Figure 6-4 shows the vehicle
completing this maze scenario in simulation. The path segment in this scenario is located in the
far right corridor, vertically, where the vehicle’s past trajectory can be seen. The robot starts in
the bottom left. The potential field planner is unable to navigate for more than a few seconds in
this scenario before colliding with the static obstacles. It plans to go to the right, towards the path
segment, then turns abruptly upwards as the force from the wall pushes it back. The controller is
not able to follow this plan well enough to avoid crashing into the wall. RBPC has a little trouble
finding plans, but not enough to prevent it from completing the scenario. A video of RBPC in this
scenario can be found at this link: https://youtu.be/JDtHwSC_Eio.
In addition to illustrating the advantage of dynamically feasible plans, this scenario demon-
strates the algorithm’s ability to find plans which obey a more complex cost function than the
other scenarios require. Finding plans which avoid the numerous static obstacles requires a dense
sampling of the space. While asymptotic optimality guarantees we will find optimal plans even-
tually, it is reassuring that RBPC can find such sophisticated plans in practice, and important to
note for future extensions of this research.
The Pepperrell Cove scenario (Figure 6-6) requires the ASV to navigate through a crowded
mooring field to survey the requisite path segments. RBPC is able to do this with little difficulty,
scoring 655.25, as the ships are not so close as to prevent safe passage between them in most cases.
A video of RBPC completing the scenario can be found at https://youtu.be/XMzVnDoXGmY. The
potential field takes much more time to complete this scenario, scoring 845.95. It circumvents
obstacles in a less efficient way, because it is reacting to their presence rather than planning around
them. A video of the potential field completing the scenario can be found at https://youtu.be/
W_P8uRySxT0.
6.3 Experimenting with Parameters
While the default configuration performs well, we explore some different options for some of the
parameters in this section through direct comparison. The parameters to experiment were chosen
because they intuitively might have a large effect on the performance of the system. As in Chapter
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Figure 6-5: Satellite image of Pepperrell Cove. The moored boats in the harbor present a naviga-
tional challenge for an ASV.
Figure 6-6: Pepperrell Cove scenario visualized in CAMP. Static obstacles, shown in grey, are taken
from the satellite image to represent the coastline and moored boats in the harbor. Survey lines












































































Gaussian Dynamic Obstacles vs Rectangle Dynamic Obstacles
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60s Horizon vs 30s Horizon
60s Horizon
30s Horizon
Figure 6-8: Plot showing score with different time horizons.
3, we discuss two different dynamic obstacle representations. Figure 6-7 shows cost incurred in
various scenarios comparing the two representations: Rectangle, the rectangle fixed penalty model,
and Gaussian, the probability density scaling penalty model. As seen in the figure, the rectangle
representation scores slightly better for most of the scenarios, but is outscored in others. We note
that the Gaussian representation is rather more difficult to tune, because the probability density
function, and thus the collision penalty, depends on the covariance, which should vary in real world
situations. Integrating this function into the objective function requires making decisions about
how probability density should affect cost, and such decisions should be backed up by an expert
observer judging behavior in simulation. We use the rectangle representation in all other scenarios,
for simplicity and consistency.












































































































Effects of allowing slowing down on scores
slowing not allowed
slowing allowed
Figure 6-9: Plot showing score with slowing down allowed or not allowed.
sampling/search iteration. While a longer horizon should be beneficial in the limit of computation
speed, on real hardware, extending the horizon limits the granularity of search which can be done
under the time limit. Figure 6-8 shows a comparison of a 30s horizon (default) and a 60s horizon.
While the longer horizon seems to maintain a slight advantage, they perform roughly the same
on most scenarios. In adjacent multi line the performance margin is large, which indicates that
a longer time horizon may be more helpful in multiple-survey-line scenarios. All other scenarios
require a single line.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the motion planner is allowed two different speeds, to help it avoid
dynamic obstacles in a safe and predictable way. In Figure 6-9 we can see the effects of disallowing
slowing down. While we would expect slowing down to help in the cannon * scenarios in particular,

































































































































8m vs 5m Turning Radius
5m
8m
Figure 6-10: Plot showing score with two different turning radii.
dynamic obstacles, so slowing down should not affect the scores. This scenario seems to exhibit
high variance in completion time.
While the default setting for the turning radius is 8m for the ASV used in simulation, as
suggested by experts, we experiment with a smaller turning radius of 5m. Figure 6-10 shows a
comparison of these two configurations. We once again see a large difference in adjacent multi line,
and little difference elsewhere. Slightly more often, the larger 8m turning radius scores better, which
indicates that 5m is not always dynamically feasible. This trend, although slight, can be seen in
Figure 6-11, which shows, as a percentage, the number of achievable plans from each configuration.
In Figure 6-12 we compare the different heuristics described in Section 3.2. Sum computes the
Euclidean distance to the nearest path segment endpoint and the sum lengths of the remaining








































































































































8m vs 5m Turning Radius Achievable Plan Percentage
5m
8m







































Varying Heuristics in adjacent_multi_line Test
Figure 6-12: Plot showing scores in a single scenario with different heuristics
segments in Euclidean distance. Dubins TSP does the same in Dubins distance. Each K-TSP
heuristic limits the branching factor to the two nearest path segments. While the K-TSP heuristics
outscore their optimal counterparts, it should be noted that they are not admissible. Only Euclidean





The theoretical results presented in this thesis are important because, to the best of our knowledge,
no prior work in motion planning claims to combine asymptotic local optimality, a real-time bound,
and probabilistic completeness. While it is easy to extend an anytime motion planning algorithm
to achieve asymptotic optimality by occasionally driving towards random poses, as in Kleinbort et
al. (2019), algorithms which achieve this property often do well in practice. Real world applications
of RBPC demand fast response times, because new and updated information about the robot and
the environment can appear continuously, so it is important that we prove computation time can
be bounded by a constant. While the heuristics with which we experiment cannot guarantee prob-
abilistic completeness, by prescribing exactly the properties required, we bring it to the forefront
of reachable extensions to this research.
There are four results from experimentation which are most compelling. RBPC is able to
successfully escape local minima in its heuristic. This is an important property which requires
foresight and reasoning, and which simpler approaches, including artificial potential fields, do not
possess. Extending the time horizon in RBPC only extends this advantage to increasingly large
local minima. Well-informed heuristics, as described in Chapter 3.4.3, allow RBPC to successfully
navigate around any size obstacles. This result informs us that its performance will dominate
that of approaches that avoid obstacles without optimizing for coverage: these approaches can be
diverted indefinitely by an adversarial seawall.
By solving the maze scenario, we show RBPC is capable of finding complex paths in a confined
space. While that scenario is not a very realistic one for the application of autonomous ocean
surveying, finding collision-free paths in such a confined space suggests that the algorithm can
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optimize a much more complicated objective than the ones which appear in the other scenarios.
The suggestion is reinforced by our proof of asymptotic local optimality: we should eventually find
solutions which best fit the objective function. This potential is particularly important when one
considers extensions to the representations of dynamic obstacles, which may effect an arbitrarily
shaped cost function. Solving a complex environment is very promising for the system’s behavior
in that context.
Dynamic feasibility is guaranteed in plans from RBPC under accurate parameters. Being able
to quickly generate dynamically feasible trajectories for a nonholonomic robot which optimize a
non-trivial cost function is not a simple task. This is a big advantage of RBPC over artificial
potential fields, as can be seen in the previous chapter.
RBPC is also able avoid obstacles, instead of merely reacting to them, because it plans with
lookahead, allowing the evolution of the environment to affect immediate decisions. This is ex-
tremely important because it helps the robot avoid situations where collision is inevitable, one of
which occurred when the potential field planner attempted in cannon wait 1. The time horizon is
too small for the safe options to be visible to RBPC in most of the line following scenarios, but
because the small-obstacle versions are solvable, with more lookahead, the larger ones should be
too.
7.1.1 Limitations
Neither representation of dynamic obstacles perfectly characterizes the desired behavior for obsta-
cle avoidance. The Rectangle representation implements a hard boundary for clearance, which is
unrealistic. Penalty should scale smoothly with distance, at least for relatively far away obstacles.
Also, obstacles are typically detected with some unceratinty, which the Rectangle representation is
unable to capture. While the Gaussian representation scales penalty nicely with distance, and in
some ways can capture uncertainty, it is not clear how to weigh probability density against time
or distance in an objective. Such a weighting scheme should be agnostic to the covariance of an
obstacle: the robot should still behave well regardless of the degree or shape of uncertainty. Con-
ceptually the weighting scheme must decide which collision risks are acceptable and which are not.
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One possible way to discover a weighting scheme is through automated learning in some scenarios
with correct examples of behavior. The challenge of this approach is concocting a representative
set of scenarios, so learned parameters perform well in new unseen cases.
The controller has parameters whose optimal values are also unclear. Scoring weights determine
what good trajectories look like. For example, high weight in heading comparison means trajectories
will tend to exactly match heading of the reference trajectory at the expense of distance or speed.
The best behavior, and thus parameters, might depend on environmental conditions, so a well-
informed policy might be necessary for good performance in a variety of conditions. Parameters
for control granularity are also exposed, and their effects on behavior are even more opaque. As
with dynamic obstacle parameters, machine learning on some representative examples of desired
behavior could discover a very successful policy, but an optimal one is not known.
As discovered in the scenarios with dynamic obstacles with large clearance requirements, the
time horizon is very limiting to realistic scenarios. 30-60 seconds, in a marine environment, is
long enough to plan around obstacles in the immediate vicinity, but for large-scale obstacles it is
insufficient, especially when the avoidance area of the obstacle is larger than the time horizon and
the obstacle has greater speed than the robot is capable of. Expanding the horizon increases the
computational time requirement, and in pilot experiments with horizons longer than 60s, RBPC
could not reliably find plans. This topic is discussed further in Section 7.3.
7.2 Lessons Learned
In this section we concisely state and recap important observations made in the design and imple-
mentation process. Many of these can be found in context scattered throughout this thesis but we
find it useful to bring them together in one section.
Lesson 1. Dubins paths are not robust to external disturbances.
When replanning regularly with external disturbances, Dubins curves similar to previous curves
computed in the past are not always feasible. Thus, when computing sequential minimal length
Dubins curves where the starting pose advances along the previous curve but is disturbed by a
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small amount, the length of a subsequent curve can increase substantially, do to the new necessity
of looping around. This is very undesirable.
Lesson 2. Dubins paths are not numerically stable.
Following the discovery of the previous lesson, the planning algorithm was allowed to assume it
had not been disturbed from its previous plan if the controller deemed the plan achievable. This
did not fully correct the undesirable looping behavior. Upon further investigation it was discovered
that even when precisely calculating a pose directly on a Dubins curve one is not guaranteed to
find the path suffix.
Lesson 3. Deciding where to consider the starting pose for a real-time motion planner is not trivial.
For traditional motion planning, one can assume that the robot is not moving while planning
takes place, so the starting pose is completely known. For real-time algorithms this is not the case,
and so the future pose must be estimated. In order to ensure the system does not oscillate between
two plan families while a controller tries to achieve each one in turn, the estimation must take the
most recent plan into account. One way to do this is for the controller to estimate this starting
pose upon receipt of a new reference trajectory. Unfortunately, this slows planning time by one
controller cycle, but it guarantees the estimated pose will be reasonable with respect to the most
recent plan.
Lesson 4. It is often hard to specify even the simplest of objectives.
This lesson has come up in several ways throughout the research for this thesis. Described
elsewhere are the difficulty of assigning weights to dynamic obstacles and to other parameters
that define behavior. A third, less obvious way is the objective that the robot try to drive the
paths straight on and straight through. It seems that this behavior would naturally emerge, but,
because path segments can be covered while not directly on the center, RBPC proves that wrong:
it consistently finds plans that enter the lines off-center at an angle and slowly correct. In some
cases plans which short-cut the path in that manner are provably shorter than traversing head-on.
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7.3 Further Research
RBPC is substantially limited by its time horizon. This can be clearly seen in Figure 6-3, where
large dynamic obstacles cause it to incur extreme collision penalties. The existing algorithm cannot
arbitrarily expand its time horizon, as collision checking is linear time in that dimension. An
excellent extension to this work would be to generalize collision checking to an adaptable resolution,
whereby the horizon could be scaled by local congestion, similar to Shah et al. (2016). This would
enable the algorithm to have extremely far lookahead on the open ocean, but still find fine-grained
collision-free trajectories when obstacles are nearby. Another approach could be to run a lower
frequency planner to compute long-term plans, and use these plans to inform the faster, local
search. This hierarchical approach would allow the robot to still be responsive to new information
in the local search space, while making decisions that will keep it safe and efficient in the long term
as well.
External disturbances in ocean surveying come in long and short term forms. The long-term
forms, wind and current, are fairly consistent. The controller must estimate these to accurately
follow motion plans, but the planner itself is completely unaware of these effects. Informing the
steering function of such a consistent disturbance could help trajectories stay kinematically feasible
in the face of even large disturbances.
Marine robots operating with complete autonomy need to behave in safe ways around civilian
vessels, but they also need to behave predictably. The International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) are an important set of rules which define behavior in potential
collision scenarios. Following these rules, and reasoning about how others will follow them or not,
are essential extensions of this research. See Shah (2016) and the references therein for possible
methods to achieve COLREGs compliance.
The proof of probabilistic completeness in Section 3.4 assumes a heuristic which performs dy-
namic programming-like learning over a partitioning of the space of poses, but no such heuristic
is implemented in this work. Designing heuristics which update in this manner would be an im-
portant extension of this research. Learning may not be necessary for completeness if one can
guarantee certain properties of the heuristic function initially. Implementing a learning heuristic
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or determining conditions for which one is not necessary is left to future work.
It might become important to extend the path coverage problem to allow for partially incomplete
path segments. In this paradigm, path segments would have a cost associated with leaving them
uncovered. When the robot deduces it is no longer in its best interest to continue attempting
to cover paths it is allowed to cease. This represents the application of ocean surveying slightly
better, because small amounts of missed path, which equate to “data holidays,” are often not worth
doubling back for. Additionally, this would allow the robot to deduce when a problem is unsolvable
and terminate after completing as much coverage as possible.
In some cases, multiple vessels with surveying capacity may collaborate to survey an area.
Designing automated collaboration between surveying robots is important for efficient coverage in
these situations.
RBPC’s structure draws heavily from BIT* (Gammell, Barfoot, and Srinivasa 2020), but it does
not take the potential advantage offered by ordering edge processing on a best-first basis. This is
a conscious design choice, because for an ASV, where collision checking is only in two dimensions,
the additional implementation complexity outweighs the potential efficiency gain. It would be
interesting to measure the performance difference between a version which lazily evaluated edges,
as in BIT*, and RBPC as written.
RBPC could take substantial advantage from parallelization. By increasing the capability by
a constant number of threads it could expand the best few vertices in parallel, without contention
over anything other than the open list. In a massively parallelized computation environment, the
algorithm could collision check every edge in parallel, making the actual search trivially fast. Either
of these would be interesting to try in simulation, but might be impractical to run on the hardware
available on a small ASV.
RBPC relies heavily on Dubins curves. As seen in Chapter 3, Dubins curves are not robust in
the context of re-planning for a real robot. It would be interesting to apply other techniques to the
path coverage problem that use a different model. For example, Likhachev and Ferguson (2009)
develop a set of motion primitives for a car with which they construct a state lattice to explore.
Such an approach may prove similarly effective in the autonomous ocean surveying setting.
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7.4 Conclusions
In this thesis we present a new path coverage problem to model that of autonomous ocean surveying.
We propose a novel real-time motion planning algorithm well-suited for solving this problem, and
we analyze its theoretical properties. We implement an approximate model-predictive controller to
accompany it, and discover intricacies of how their interactions affect emergent behavior. We also
implement other architecture to facilitate autonomous ocean surveying in an existing simulation
environment. We examine the results of several experiments to analyze the behavior of the system
as a whole, both with varying parameters and as compared to a potential field approach. The
results indicate that dynamic feasibility and forward-looking planning are important features for
a motion planner optimizing a non-trivial objective, but that there is room for improvement with
the current design in some realistic scenarios.
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The motion planning algorithm RBPC runs at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. This frequency is high
enough that new information about dynamic obstacles will inform planning early enough to take
action to avoid them, but long enough that RBPC reliably finds plans at the 30s time horizon.
The real-time guarantee allows us to change this frequency if desired. We expect that lowering this
frequency would allow RBPC to find plans at longer time horizons, but increase the difficulty of
accurate pose estimation to start planning: estimating a pose for a longer planning time may have
larger error.
Turning radii
The non-coverage turning radius should reflect what the ASV is capable of achieving given reason-
able external disturbances. The smaller this is, the tighter turns in planned trajectories will be.
Based on the simulated model used in experiments, 8m is a good value for this parameter.
The coverage turning radius reflects the maximal turning rate for which coverage is allowed. It
should reflect the capabilities of sonar equipment and a tradeoff between data quality and efficiency.
If set equal to the non-coverage turning radius it will be ignored. 100m is used in the experiments.
Speeds
The max speed parameter reflects how fast the ASV is capable of going given reasonable exter-
nal disturbances. It is assumed that this speed is acceptable for coverage. 2m/s is used in the
experiments.
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The slow speed is an alternative speed, intended for avoiding collisions. Setting it too low makes
it difficult for the controller to follow plans while fighting moderate currents, but setting it high
decreases the effectiveness for collision avoidance. If it is zero or equal to max speed this parameter
is ignored. It is not feasible for the controller to maintain a constant pose for any length of time,
which is why zero speed is not allowed. 1m/s is used in the experiments.
Line width
Line width determines the across-track error allowed during coverage. This potentially reflects a
tradeoff between data quality and efficiency, as wider lines are easier to maintain, but if set too
high the planner will discover all sorts of shortcuts which tend to be undesirable. This parameter
also determines the minimum path segment length, which is equal to twice this value. 2m is used
in the experiments.
Branching factor
The branching factor parameter is the number of nearby poses to which RBPC connects during
expansion. Increasing this parameter increases the difficulty of search, but may provide better
solutions quicker. The true branching factor is actually increased by a factor of up to four: one for
each combination of the two speeds and two turning radii. A value of 9 is used in the experiments.
Time horizon
The time horizon determines how far in time motion planning goes. Increasing this increases
the amount of work needed each iteration of search, but allows the system to react sooner to
large obstacles, or plan its way out of larger heuristic local minima. 30s is a reasonable value
for this parameter because it allows for enough lookahead to avoid small, local dynamic obstacles.
Experimentation suggests that in uncluttered environments, higher values are possible. 60s seems to
work reasonably well in the scenarios evaluated here. Higher values such as 90s or 120s sometimes
work, but other times prevent RBPC from finding even an initial solution. In very cluttered
environments, such as the maze (Figure 6-4), RBPC occasionally fails to find a plan with a 30s
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horizon, but not often enough to prevent the system from completing the scenario. Unless otherwise
specified 30s is used in the experiments.
Minimum trajectory duration
The minimum trajectory duration puts a lower bound on plan length to ensure safety for the
near future and sufficient length of reference trajectory for the controller, but is almost completely
ignored by RBPC. Since planning normally extends to the time horizon, which is always larger than
or equal to this parameter, by default the restriction it imposes is satisfied. When a plan completes
coverage, RBPC does not require that it extends to the time horizon, but only that it extends this
minimum duration past the end of coverage. 5s is used for this parameter in the experiments.
Collision checking increment
The collision checking increment specifies the distance increment at which collision and coverage
checking is performed. This parameter has an effect on the difficulty of search: decreasing it
increases computation time per unit trajectory length. Due to the details of the implementation,
increasing it can have undesirable effects. For very similar trajectories where the increment lines up
differently, collision penalties and coverage can be substantially different. This effect is mitigated
by forcing collision checking onto a discretization in time starting from a fixed point, but extending
the algorithm to make at least coverage checking agnostic to this parameter is preferred. 0.05m is
used in the experiments.
Initial samples
The initial samples parameter specifies the number of sampled poses generated before the first
round search in RBPC. This has an impact on the quality of solution found in the first search, as
well as the time required. Since the first search is usually the longest, with no incumbent solution
to bound the motion tree, it is good to keep this value low, but not so low that an initial solution
cannot be found most of the time. 100 is used, but in pilot experiments similar performance was
often achieved with values of 32 or 1000.
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Heuristic
The heuristic parameter determines which heuristic function guides search. Most of the scenarios
examined in the experiments use a single path segment only, in which case all of the heuristics
(described in Section 3.2) are very similar. While we see better performance from the K-TSP and
Dubins TSP heuristics in Figure 6-12, Euclidean TSP is the best admissible heuristic, so it is used
for the rest of the experiments.
Dynamic obstacles representation
The dynamic obstacles parameter determines which of the two representations is used. By default
the Rectangle representation is used, because it more reliably produces desirable behavior from the
system. Additional representations are an important matter of future work.
A.2 Controller Parameters
Controller frequency
The controller is run at a fixed frequency of 10 Hz. This is high enough to react to short-term
disturbances such as actuation noise and waves, but long enough that the controller can reliably
simulate 3-4 timesteps deep to determine controls each cycle. Decreasing this frequency would limit
the controller’s ability to react in the short term, but increase its lookahead. With a dynamically
feasible motion planning algorithm such as RBPC, additional lookahead is not likely to be very
beneficial, as the motion plans should not contrain extreme maneuvers that need to be anticipated
far in advance.
Simulation timestep
The simulation timestep, timestep in Alg. 5, determines how long each control is simulated in the
depth first search of trajectories. It thus has an effect on the length of lookahead the controller




There are two control granularity parameters: rudder and throttle granularity. Each determines
the respective distance in control space for neighboring controls, as described in Chapter 4. A
rudder granularity of 0.0625 and a throttle granularity of 0.125 are used. Adjusting these numbers
has interesting effects on the controller’s behavior. For example, with a higher rudder granularity
(lower parameter value), turning away from straight has a very slight effect, and is often ignored as
an option in favor of slowly drifting off-course and eventually correcting with a harder turn. Setting
a low granularity (high parameter value) may make optimal values for going straight impossible
to find, causing the controller to oscillate between values on either side, wiggling. The interplay
between these values and the scoring function is not well understood.
Scoring weights
The scoring function has three weights: distance, heading, and speed (wd, wh, and ws in Equation
4.1). These can be seen as conversion factors from the native units (distance in meters, heading
in radians, speed in m/s) to score units. These weights determine what is prioritized when scoring
trajectories. 1 is used for a distance weight, 20 for a heading weight, and 5 for a speed weight in
the experiments. In pilot experiments lower heading weights allow the robot to oscillate around a
straight line, whereas heading weight of 20 generally smooth its passage. The impact of different
speed weights is still unclear. Good values for these parameters might depend on environmental
conditions, and recommend more intensive further study, ideally with data from the physical robot.
Achievable threshold
The achievable threshold is in score units, mentioned above, and controls the controller’s level of
confidence. 15 is used for this parameter in the experiments. Higher values tend to work well often,
allowing the planner to be almost completely separated from reality, as the controller is quite good
at following its trajectories. Lower values make it harder for the planner to cover path segments, as
its starting pose is more likely to be interrupted by real pose information, and the Dubins steering




The simulator exposes current speed and direction parameters. A current of 0.5m/s due East is
used in the experiments. In pilot experiments the controller is robust to different current directions.
Increasing the current speed makes it more difficult for the controller to achieve the speeds required
by the planner, so when this parameter is changed, the planner’s max speed parameter should also
be changed to reflect a speed always dynamically feasible.
Noise
The controller exposes actuation noise and current noise parameters. In pilot experiments the
controller was able to perform acceptably in extremely noisy environments. These parameters
reflect variance in a Gaussian distribution with mean zero for the actuation noise parameters, and
the current speed and direction for the applicable noise parameters. Thrust variance of 0.1, rudder
variance of 0.25, drag variance of 0.1, current speed variance of 0.1, and current direction variance




Videos of many of the scenarios can be found at this link: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLNcViETgkSdceqn0dB9kG2_fTC_lEgDra.
B.1 Specific Behavior Scenarios
In this section we present the first set of scenarios mentioned in Chapter 6. These scenarios test
for specific, different behavior, whereas the scenarios described in section B.2 are all similar.
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Figure B-1: 100mNorthGauntlet: ASV is positioned below a survey line with many dynamic ob-
stacles approaching from both sides of the line. It must slow to avoid collision. This scenario tests
slowing down to avoid obstacles, avoiding obstacles in general, and how several obstacles affect
behavior (more obstacles implies more computational effort).
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Figure B-2: adjacent multi line: ASV is positioned to the left of three parallel survey lines. This
scenario tests handling of multiple lines.
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Figure B-3: adjacent single line: ASV is positioned to the left of a single survey line, partway
through it. This scenario tests how the planner decides to begin to cover the line.
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Figure B-4: ahead long: ASV is positioned below a survey line. This scenario tests staying on a
line that was easy to start.
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Figure B-5: cannon crossfire: ASV starts below a horizontal survey line with three dynamic obsta-
cles of differing speeds crossing its path. This scenario tests handling of multiple obstacles cutting
across the ASV’s path, and slowing to avoid obstacles.
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Figure B-6: cannon cut across: ASV starts below a horizontal survey line with two dynamic ob-
stacles headed across the line as well. This scenario tests handling multiple obstacles interrupting
a survey line, and slowing to avoid obstacles.
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Figure B-7: cannon follow: ASV starts below a dynamic obstacle with a horizontal survey line
also above. The static map blocks a large portion of the middle of the space. This scenario tests
following a dynamic obstacle at a safe distance.
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Figure B-8: cannon go around: ASV starts below a large, slow dynamic obstacle with a horizontal
survey line also above. The static map blocks a large portion of the midle of the space. This
scenario tests the ability to discover a faster route going around the island in the middle of the
map to reach the survey line, as opposed to following the dynamic obstacle.
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Figure B-9: cannon wait 1: ASV is positioned below a survey line blocked by a large dynamic
obstacle, moving slowly towards the ASV. The static map allows two corridors: one upwards from
the ASV, containing both the survey line and the dynamic obstacle, and a second to the right of
the ASV. This scenario tests the ability to wait in the open corridor for the dynamic obstacle to
safely pass by.
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Figure B-10: cannon wait 2: ASV is positioned below a survey line blocked by a small dynamic
obstacle, moving towards the ASV. The static map allows two large corridors, one above the ASV,
containing the survey line and the dynamic obstacle, and a second short one to the right of the
ASV. This scenario tests the ability to avoid the small obstacle on the way to the survey line.
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Figure B-11: dynamic wall 1: ASV is positioned to the left of a horizontal survey line. The path
between them is blocked by three unmoving dynamic obstacles. This scenario tests the ability to
avoid unmoving dynamic obstacles.
Figure B-12: long single line: ASV starts to the left of a long survey line. This scenario tests the
ability to follow a line over a longer period of time.
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Figure B-13: Test01: ASV is positioned below a short survey line. This scenario tests basic short-
term line following.
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Figure B-14: Test02a: ASV starts below two connected survey lines with a wide angle between
them. This scenario tests the ability to plan around a slight corner in a survey.
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Figure B-15: Test02b: ASV starts below two connected survey lines with a narrower angle between
them than in Test02a (Figure B-14). This scenario tests the ability to plan around a moderate
corner in a survey.
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Figure B-16: Test03: ASV starts below a short survey line with a single stationary dynamic obstacle
to the right of the line. This scenario tests the ability to ignore the obstacle, which is a safe distance
away for its size and direction, and cover the line.
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Figure B-17: Test04: ASV is positioned below a short survey line with a stationary dynamic
obstacle in the middle of the line. This scenario tests the ability to trade off the mission goals for
safety, as the survey cannot be completed safely.
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Figure B-18: Test12a: ASV is positioned below a survey line passing through a static obstacle.
This scenario tests the ability to navigate around the static obstacle to complete as much of the
survey as possible.
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Figure B-19: Test12b: ASV is positioned below a static obstacle forming a local minimum in all
implemented heuristics. This scenario tests the ability to navigate outside of such a minimum, and
is possible using a reasonable time horizon.
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Figure B-20: Test12c: ASV is positioned below a survey line passing through a large static obstacle.
This scenario tests the ability to navigate around the static obstacle to complete as much of the
survey as possible.
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Figure B-21: Test12d: ASV is positioned below a large static obstacle forming a local minimum in
all implemented heuristics. This scenario tests the ability to navigate outside of such a minimum,
but is too large to be possible using any time horizon feasible for RBPC as presented in this thesis.
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Figure B-22: narrow wide: ASV must pass through a narrow corridor before navigating around a
seawall to a short survey line.
B.2 Line Following Scenarios
In this section we present several variations on basic line following in the presence of dynamic
obstacles. They are designed to be longer to observe interaction with dynamic obstacles whose
clearance requirements are much larger than those in the earlier tests. Each scenario family in this
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section equates to four scenarios in the experiments. For example, Test05 here describes scenarios
test05a, test05b, test05c, test05d, and test05e.
Figure B-23: Test05. ASV must navigate along a survey line with a moving obstacle from the right
which requires 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video of RBPC
running in the Test05 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/hioDkJkH2vM
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Figure B-24: Test06. ASV must navigate along a survey line with a moving obstacle from the right
and left which require 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video
of RBPC running in the Test06 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/fhztkAFL7V4
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Figure B-25: Test07. ASV must navigate along a survey line with an oncoming obstacle to the right
of the line which requires 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video
of RBPC running in the Test07 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/RHPIoS2MSgM
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Figure B-26: Test08. ASV must navigate along a survey line with an oncoming obstacle to the left
of the line which requires 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video
of RBPC running in the Test08 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/ru4Pj5HE_4s
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Figure B-27: Test09. ASV must navigate along a survey line with a faster obstacle from astern
which requires 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video of RBPC
running in the Test09 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/SMx9qOK-iwE
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Figure B-28: Test10. ASV must navigate along a survey line with a faster obstacle from directly
astern which requires 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video
of RBPC running in the Test10 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/xufyfoqKZSs
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Figure B-29: Test11. ASV must navigate along a survey line with moving obstacles from ahead and
astern which require 50m (a), 100m (b), 300m (c), 500m (d), and 2000m (e) avoidance. A video of
RBPC running in the Test11 scenario can be found here: https://youtu.be/wOEnj0JaS1Y
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